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SUMMARY 
The results of the Applications Study of the Aeromaneuvering Orbit-
to-Orbit Shuttle (AMOOS) and the Aeromaneuvering Recovery System (AMRS) 
are reported. Preliminary designs and the supporting analysis for both 
AMOOS and AMRS are presented. The AMOOS design is shown to yield from 
twice to almost three times the round-trip payloads as a purely propulsive 
vehicle of the same all up weight. Typically AMOOS can perform a crew 
rot:!tion mission to equatorial geosynchronous orbit in one Space Shuttle 
launch. The weight of the manned module designed for this mission is 6800 
lb, which is approximately 300 lb below the AMOOS round-trip payload capa-
bility. AMOOS can also place the 11,2.50 lb (12.,000 lb with crew) A.'I.1RS on 
station in equatorial geosynchronous orbit. This represents a 400/. increase 
in payload delivery capability over the Baseline Space Tug. 
The model flight test program analysiS has yielded a 10 ft long, 1500 lb 
vehicle that can demonstrate the feasibility of aeromaneuvering. The major 
parameters, such as maximum dynamiC pressure, heating rates, guidance, 
stability and recovery, can be modeled or demonstrated as is appropriate. 
Two model flight schedules were developed, one consisting of four flights and 
th", other of two flights. The former is cOllsidered a very low risk, high in-
formation return program whereas the latter is a minimal cost program con-
sistent with reasonable data returns and chance of success. 
The AMOOS and AMRS guidance scheme developed using linear regu-
lator theory proved a precise arJ.d accurate guidance scheme. Both it and a 
classical linear systems based scheme were evaluated using 65 simulated 
trajectories in which the ?osition in the entry corridor and the atmospheric 
density were varied randomly. The latter was varied randomly at each 
iii 
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integration time step with due allowance made for correlation in density from 
point to point. The linear regulator approach also proved adequate for the 
AMRS ground recovery guidance. 
Two areas are recommended for further study. These are: (1) navi-
gation and guidance, and (2) alternate configurations. The objective of 
the first task would be to match navigation hardware against AMaaS and 
AMRS requirements and evaluate the alternatives using the AMaaS and AMRS 
guidance simulation. Under the second task, the alternate configurations for 
AMaaS would be considered. These may include such items as AMaaS pay-
load performance using a hybrid engine, changes in external geometry, and 
heavy lift vehicles. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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In the AMOOS studies, the term aeromaneuvering is used to cover all 
uses of aerodynamic forces to assist in an orbit transfer maneuver. This 
would, then, include aeromaneuvering on the ascent as well as on the descent 
phases of the n ission. So that work would not be duplicated, a literature 
survey was performed at the beginning of the first AMOOS contract (Ref. 1). 
As a result of this survey, aeromaneuvering orbit transfer wa/:l divided into 
three clas s es: 
• Synergetic Plane Change Maneuvering (plane change using lift 
with propulsive forces used to compensate for the effects of drag) 
• Aerobraking (use of drag forces only) 
• Other Aeromaneuvering (use of drag and lift forces) 
At that time, the literature was sufficiently extensive on the first and second 
classes to be able to identify the bounds of applicability and associated problem 
areas. A discussion of the first and second classes is g!."cn in Ref. 1. Since 
the above classes were so well covered in the literature, the Lockheed studies 
were confined to the third class and to the large deployable drag device such 
as the ballute. 
The third class of maneuvers is that which uses both lift and drag 
forces to maneuver from the return transfer trajectory to the low earth orbit 
used for phasing with the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Excluded from the previous 
Lockheed studies (Ref. 1) were the reentry maneuvers of vehicles such as 
the Apollo command module and the Space Shuttle Orbiter because the aero-
dynamic forces were not used to transfer from one orbit to another but to 
land on the earth's surface. However, upon the advent of the Aeromaneuver-
ing Recovery System (AMRS) maneuvers to a ground recovery are applicable 
and were considered in this study. 
LOCKHEED· HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
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The basic concept that distinguishes the Lockheed AMOOS studies from 
previous orbit-to-orbit transfer studies is that the prime use of the lift force 
is for trajectory control. Other "ystems use the lift force to control the en-
vironment of the vehicle or to change an orbital parameter directly, e.g .. the 
Shuttle Orbiter reentry or the synergetic rlane change. On the other hand, the 
aerodynamic drag force is used primarily to change the orbital parameters in 
the AMOOS concept. Lift forces are used to ensure that the desired effects 
of drag are realized. That a small plane change can also be accomplished by 
AMOOS is an outcome of the optimum means of modulating the vertical com-
ponent of the lift force rather than a necessary use. 
The AMRS can operate in the AMOOS mode to rendezvous with the Space 
Shuttle orbiter or maneuver to a recovery on the earth's surface. This latter 
mode will be referred to as the AMRS maneuver. This maneuver is similar 
to other recovery modes and, as such, lies between the Apollo and the Space 
Shuttle Orbiter for maneuverability. 
The feasibility stuuies of earlier AMOOS contracts were directed toward 
establishing the sufficiency of the aerodynamic forces to effect the desired 
energy loss, trajectory control and plane change requirements. Based on 
the flight environment, including the ascent and descent in the Shuttle Orbiter's 
cargo bay, a vehicle was designed capable of performing a round trip equatorial 
geosynchronous mission. Furth.!rmore, this vehicle demonstrated a payload 
capability well in excess of any other vehicle capable of being transported in 
the Shuttle Orbiter's cargo bay (Fig. 1). 
In the previous Lockheed aeromaneuvering studies, Refs. 1 and Z, the 
navigation, guidance and control requirements for AMOOS were not analyzed. 
However, the static stability was considered, and only those configurations 
displaying such were considered for further study. Past studies (Ref. 3) of 
navigational accuracy required for multi-pass aerobraking and inspection of 
the specifications of current navigational hardware is sufficient to eliminate 
the navigation requirements from immediate study. For this reason, guidance 
was considered the most important technology area and so was included in the 
current contract. 
Z 
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Spau fthuUle Payload. 
U,OOO Ib '"dudl", Scat' 
Wel,ht 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Payload Retrieved (1000 lb) 
Fig. 1 - Comp .. ri:;on vf Payload Capabilities for Several Recoverable 
Upper Stage Alternatives 
These guidance studies include both the pass through the atmosphere to 
Space Shuttle orbiter rendezvous type guidance (AMOOS and AMRS) and ground 
recovery type guidance (AMRS). A very simple guidance scheme had already 
been suggested for AMOOS and a preli~inary evaluation completed (Ref. 4). 
Further development of this scheme was to be considered as well as more 
conventional approaches such as the linear regulator and class~cal linear 
systems. 
During the studies reported in Refs. 1 through 3, AMOOS and the aero-
braked tug were considered as general transport vehicles and unmanned. 
Payloads were defined in general terms of mass and dimension. However, 
by the end of the feasibility studies (Ref.2), manned missions, in particular 
to geosynchronous orbit, had become of prime importance. For this reas<:>n, 
study of the application of the aeroma..(l"Uvering concept to particular manned 
roles was included in the contract. The four to six man geosynchronous crew 
rotati.on was considered baseline. However, lunar orbital and earth orbital 
3 
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missions were to be considered as well as geosynchronous. Furthermore, 
the use of multiple Shuttle launches and the mating of AMaaS vehicles and 
payloads in low ea .. th orbit to form a two-stage vehicle was to be included. 
A second application of aeromaneuvering to be considered was the use 
of the aeromaneuvering concept in the design of an emergency vehicle. This 
application, called the Aeromaneuvering Recovery System (AMRS), is to provide 
emergency recovery of a four-to-six man crew from geosynchronous altitude. 
The requirements for return from a lunar orbit were also considered. 
Finally, the feasibility of demonstrating the aeromaneuyering concept 
using a flight test model was to be studied briefly. This model flight test 
plan was to demonstrate the basic feasibility of the concept and to provide 
design data for the full-scale vehicle. Tr"e model testing must reduce the 
flight testing of the full-scale vehicle. 
For these studies, the favored external geometry of vehicles studied 
in Refs. 1 and'2' was selected as the basic configuration since it is considered 
, 
the more adaptable to the modular configuration. This vehible will be de-
scribed in the following section. 
• Background 
The first class of aeromaneuvering, as listed previously, is the syner-
getic plane change maneuver. The basic concept behind such a maneuver is 
that the lift vector can be used to produce a plane change. This plane change, 
if performed propulsively, can require a velocity increment larger than the 
velocity lost due to drag. In such a maneuver the vehicle starts from low 
earth orbit, slows propulsively to enter the atmosphere, changes orbital in-
clination using lift and then acquires its mission altitude propulsively. The 
, 
literature (reviewed in Ref. 1) shows that the region of application is rest,ricted 
to plane changes of 30 deg or more, to vehicles with moderate to high LID, 
about 1 or greater, and to mission altitudes below 1000 n.mi. With such re-
strictions, it has no practical application to AMaaS or AMRS in the ascent 
phase of a mission and so was not studied. 
4 
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Dropping synergetic plane change from the studies left only the applica-
tions of aeromaneuvering on the return transfer phase of a mission. Such 
applications are considered in the second and third classes liated previously. 
Aerobraking, which entails the use of aerodynamic drag forces to dissipate 
energy without the use of lift forces, is studied extensively in Ref.;3. The 
use of drag and drag augmenting devices are extensively studied therein. 
i 
The studies in Ref. 3 were directed at kit modifications to the Baseline Tug. 
This is not considered restrictive since the propellant volume requirements 
needed for a geosynchronous mission and the cylindrical shape of the cargo 
bay of the Sh'lttle Orbiter allows practically no deviation from a circular 
shape. Two basic types of kits were proposed. The first was a deployable 
metal skirt, short relative to the length of the Baseline Space Tug and mounted 
near the front end of the Tug. The engine nozzle was protected by a cap and 
the vehicle flew in the atmosphere engine first. The second method consisted 
of a very large deployable device such as a ballute or a fabric flare. 
The strategy in these kit concepts was to reduce the heating rate:> to the 
point where reradiative materia.ls may be used for the protective cap, etc. In 
the case of the small skirt, many (30) passes through the atmosphere are 
used to reduce the heating rate whereas for the very large skirt or deployable 
device two passes are used and the device made sufficiently large so that a 
high altitude trajectory is flown. 
For this technique, trajectory control is by small corrective Av's at 
each apogee between atmospheric passes. The flight through the atmosphere 
is unguided after an initial targeting immediately prior to atmospheric entry. 
The flight path angle at atmospheric entry (600,000 ft (180 km) altitude in 
Ref. 3') is closely controlled so that off nominal target vacuum perigee errors 
have small effects compared to variations in atmospheric density. The navi-
gation system required a landmark tracker and furthermore assumed that the 
full theoretical accuracy of the Kalman filter could be realized. The accuracy 
required of the navigation system is appro;,timately 0.35 n.mi. (0.7 km) along 
the radius vector. 
5 
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The large deployable drag device was an attempt to reduce the number 
of passes to two and so not violate the on orbit lifetimes of both the Baseline 
Space Tug and the Space Shuttle Orbiter. When unpredictable atmospheric 
density variations and navigation errors are considered the guidance problem 
becomes difficult and would probably need some form of drag modulation. The 
large deployable drag device has been studied in both Refs. 2 :lnd 3. The con-
clusion in Ref. 2 is that the ballute is not practical since it yields neglillihle 
payload. The analysis of Ref. 3 "yields a favorable payload for the large AIR-
MAT flare. However, the stability of this device has not been established. 
Preswnably, fiber B (Ref. 2) could be substituted for AIRMA T which is no 
longer available. 
The AMOOS studies signalled a new start to the aeromaneuvering 
approach to orbit transfer. These studies were founded on a broad base 
covering all uses of aeromaneuvering. Existing literature was to be used 
wherever possible. The existing literature, discussed briefly above, re-
vealed extensive studies in the first and second classes of aeromaneuvering. 
In general, no further work was considered necessary on these classes since 
the areas of feasibility could be readily ascertained from the existing literature. 
This left, therefore, the aeromaneuvering aspects of the maneuver fl'om 
return transfer orbit to the phasing orbit with the Shuttl", Orbiter. These studies 
were intended to be comprehensive and therefore included lifting and non-lifting 
nominal trajectories. single and multiple pass maneuvers, plane change re-
quirements, insulative, reradiative and ablative TPS and hybrid modes of oper-
ation in which the maneuver is performed part propulsively and part aerody-
namically. Extremes of the atmospheric flight environment were simulated 
by combinations of lift vector modulation, maximum 'atmospheric density vari-
ations, estimates of the exoatmospheric navigation accuracy and effects of 
non-continuum aerodynamics. 
These studies lead to several very important conclusions which governed 
the basic external geometry and mode of operation of AMOOS and later AMRS. 
The first conclusion was that AMOOS must be basic",lly a cylindrical lifting 
body vehicle in order to meet the volume requirements of fuel and payload to 
6 
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geosynchronous orbit and fit in the Shuttle Orbiter' B cargo bay. Such a 
vehicle, consisting essentially of a cylindrical body and a somewhat blunt 
nose (Fig.2) will yield only a moderate lift-to-drag (LID) ratio, about 0.5 
to 1.0, at hypersonic speeds. 
/" 12.22 ft x 13.58 ft Ellipse 
f 
13.2 ft 
46 ft 
59 ft :J 
Fig.2 - AMOOS External Geometry (maximum length vehicle) 
1 
The plane change studies showed that. with such an LID. a vehicle could only 
perform a small (5 to 10 deg) plane change during atmospheric flight. The 
basic operation of AMaaS would, therefore, need to include a propulsive plane 
change maneuver on return from an equatorial geosynchronous mission orbit. 
Furthermore, aeromaneuvering p'.ane change capability decreases rapidly 
with decreasing mission altitude. However, trade st'ldies showed that the 
lift vector could be used for both moderate plane change. about 7 deg on re-
turn from geosynchronous altitude. and trajectory control during atmos-
pheric flight without significant deleterious effects on either use. This 
7 
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result led to the selection of a nominal 90 deg bank. angle (lift vector hori-
zontal) with modulation of bank angle to provide modulation of the vertical 
component of the lift vector. 
The third fundamental result has more far reaching effects and applies 
equally well to aerobraking as well as aeromaneuvering. It is that the product 
P
max 
n CD is a slowly varying function of each of the three variables for a 
successful ballistic maneuver to phasing orbit. In this product, P
max 
is the 
maximum value of the atmospheric density encountered, n is the number of 
passes through the atmosphere to complete the orbit transfer maneuver and 
CD is the drag coefficient of the vehicle based on some fixed area, e.g., 'cross-
sectional area of the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay. The implications of this re-
lationship upon atmospheric flight and vehicle design, etc., will now be dis-
cussed. 
First, apply this relationship to the task of reducing heating rate and 
hence heat load. For current purposes, the relationship that heating rate, 6, 
is proportional to pl/2 is sufficiently accurate. This means that relatively 
large reductions in p are required to decrease the heating rate significantly, 
e.g., if the heating rate needs to be reduced to one-half its present value then 
P
max must be reduced to one quarter of its present value. Using the invariance 
of the product P
max 
nCD shows that the product nCD must be increased four-
fold, hence the relative insensitivity of heating rate to the number of passes per 
maneuver and the drag coefficient. 
It should be recalled here that temperature varies as the fourth root of 
the heating rate. Therefore to reduce the temperature significantly requires 
massive (;hanges in P and hence in the product nCD' 
Next consider the navigation and guidance requirements. Select n suffi-
ciently large so that, regardless of the atmospheric density variation and navi-
gation errors, the vehicle wi1l not reenter but will skip through the atmosphere 
in the required manner. The value of n required is dependent upon the naviga-
tion accuracy and, as wi1l be shown, must be larger than 2 for a ballistic 
trajectory for currently attainable navigational accuracies. 
8 
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The unpredictable variation in the four-dimensional world atmosphere 
ataeromaneuvering perigee is about ±12% (Ref. 5). Dimensions of this atmo-
spheric model are: "ltitude, longitude, latitude and time (month). This must 
be combined with the effects of the entry corridor which is ±2n.mi. (±3.5 km) 
about the nominal trajectory (Ref. 1 ) if neither a landmark tracker nor navi-
gational equipment of comparable accurary is used. Superimposing these 
effects, neither of which is linear, yields a P
max 
along the trajectory of about 
one-haH to two times t!le nominal value, PN• This variation in P will now . max 
be discussed in relation to the three guidance options available to a ballistic 
vehicle. These options are: (1) modulate n, the number of passes; (2) modu-
late CD; and (3) make corrections to the trajectory by small velocity incre-
ments at apogee as in Ref.3. 
The first pass in options (1) and (3) are uncorrected during atmospheric 
flight. In the case of the maximum atmospheric density being 2 PN' this means 
that the first pass is equivalent to the first pass of an n/2 PIUS maneuver. 
Since n/2 cannot be smaller than one, then the smallest nominal number of 
passes is two for guidance options (1) and (3) of the ballistic maneuver. In the 
case of option (2) it means that the drag coefficient. must be reduced to half of its 
nominal value. In each case, the heating rate is increased approximately to 
'Ij2 times the nominal value. This does not take into consideration decreases 
in radius to modulate the drag coefficients in the case of the second option. 
The maximum aerodynamic load increases similarly. 
No\y TPS studies (Ref. 1) have shown that n must be at least 5 to 
reduce the surface temperatures to acceptable levels where CD for AMOOS 
has a typical value, about 3 based on Shuttle Orbite·r cargo bay cross-sectional 
area. As examples of the effect of the foregoing discussion on the operation 
of an aerobraked vehicle, it means that the nominal nutnber of passes must 
be at least 10 or that for a large deployable using drag modulation the drag 
area must be 10 times that for the basic vehicle. 
On the other hand, if the experienced value of P . is half the value 
max 
of PN, the nominal maximum value, then the nominal values of nCD must 
9 
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be multiplied by 2. This means that if guidance is by modulation of n, the 
number of passes may increase to 20 or, equivalently, in the case of CD modu-
lation, the drag area must be 20 times the vehicle alone value. In summary, 
then, if n or CD are modulated then the appropriate parameter must be mod-
ulated from one-half to two times the nominal value. Such modulation is rather 
difficult to achieve. In the case of the third guidance option, in which small 
velocity increments are added at apogee between atmospheric passes, the 
vehicle must be designed to withstand an environment corresponding to one-
half the nominal number of passes to complete the maneuver. For this reason, 
and because according to Ref. 1 n must be at least 5, the minimum number of 
passes must be 10 unless carbon-carbon is used for the TPS. 
The above discussions are predicated upon two tenets, one is that abla-
tors are not recyclable and so not usable for multiple pass maneuvers, and 
the other that the minimum achievable entry corridor is +2 n.mi. (3.5 km). 
If ablators are recyclable then the !Iominal number of passes may be reduced 
to 2. Recently, limited data on recl'cling of ablators has become available 
(Ref. 6). 
In summary, therefore, a ballistic trajectory using aerobraking alone 
requires at least one of the follOwing: (1) a large increase, about twentyfold, 
in drag area over the basic vehicle and a means of modulating this drag area 
to one-quarter of this value; (2) an extension of the on-orbit lifetime of 
the Tug to accomodate a large number (about 20) of passes per maneuver; and 
(3) a lightweight, recyclable, high temperature TPS for which, currently, only , 
ablators can meet the weight and temperature limitations. Upon consideration 
of these above requirements the only potentially successful alternative is the 
one-p .. ss maneuver using aerodynamic lift to control the trajectory during 
atmospheric flight and an ablative TPS to protect the vehicle from the thermal 
environment. The study of this alternative is the heart of the Lockheed con-
tribution. 
10 
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The previous Lockheed studies (Refs. I andZ), have considered the use 
of several structural materials for the primary structure. These materials 
were based on the selection of a 600F (589K) bondline temperature. The 
bondline temperature is the maximum temperature reached at the bond ma-
terial between the ablator and the primary structure skin supporting the 
ablator. The value of 600F (589K) is considered a practical maximum for 
current technology. The primary structure must also be able to withstand 
the bondline temperature. This reduces the usable materials for the pri-
mary structure; in particular it eliminates the popular aluminum alloys and 
epoxy-based composites. Four materials were selected for evaluation: (1) 
titanium, (2) beryllium-aluminum, (3) magnesium, and (4) graphite-polyimide. 
The steel-based alloys were eliminated because they would yield a higher 
structural weight than titanium at the 600F (589K) operating temperature. 
Of the materials considered, beryllium-alumi.num yielded the lightest 
structure, followed closely by magnesium. The difference between the two 
weights was considered insignificant so that magnesium was selected for 
further study since it is lower priced. The magnesium weight is considered 
representative of the weight of berylli.um-aluminum structure at the 600F 
(589K) bondline temperature. 
11 
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The studies resulted in a vehicle that can perform a round trip mission 
to equatorial geosynchronous orbit with a payload in excess of the all up weight 
of a four-man, 30-day capsule. The round trip payload capability is approxi-, 
mately 7100 Ib (3221 kg) and the all up weight of the manned capsule is 6800 
lb (3084 kg). The design mission for the vehicle and capsule is to an equa-
torial geosynchronous orbit and is independent of longitude of the sub-vehicle 
point. The AMOOS vehicle and its payload may be placed in low earth orbit 
in one Space Shuttle launch. The all up weight of AMOOS and its payload is 
63,100 Ib (28,622 kg), thus allowing 1900 lb (862 kg) tare weight for adaption 
of the Shuttle Orbiter. An I of 456.5 sec was used for these consumables 
sp 
and performance analyses. 
The analyses showed significant increases in the round trip payloads 
for increases in the Space Shuttle's payload capability to 80,000 Ib and 100,000 
lb, Payloads were also estimated for two stage ar i stage and one-half AMOOS 
vehicles transported to low earth orbit in one, two or three Space Shuttle 
launches. 
The structural materials selected for the primary structure were either 
magnesium HM 21A-T8 or beryllium-aluminum (Be-3BA1). The structural 
analysis was performed with magnesium since it is expected to give a signif-
icantly cheaper cost for the primary structure at only a slightly higher weight 
than Be-3BA1. Other structural materials, e.g., titanium, are expected to 
yield a significantly higher weight (Ref. '2) or a significantly higher TPS weight 
to reduce the bondline temperature below the 600F (589K) selected for Il.se in 
Refs. land 2. The primary structure is a computer optimized ring-stringer 
stiffened shell with due allowance made for solid ring attachment points, mating 
points, etc. The ablative TPS uses the Martin Marietta SLA-56l flight rated 
material. 
12 
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Similar analysis for the AMRS vehicle yielded an all up weight of 12,000 
lb (5443 kg) including a crew of four. Approximately one-half of the total 
weight is space storable propellant and consumables. 
The model flight test program studies showed that the essential sub-
systems, except the life support, could be checked out in four flights, each 
of which could share a Space Shuttle launch with another payload. 
The linear regulator guidance technique is recommended since it proved 
accurate and readily adaptable to both AMOOS and AMRS. The classical linear 
system approach ylelded considerably more scatter in the target parameters, 
, 
some unacceptably large. In each case the trajectory was controlled to a 
nominal. 
2.1 CONFIGURATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
The design and performance of the AMOOS vehicle is refined and ex-
tended from the studies of Refs. 1 and '2 to yield a more complete picture of 
the overall AMOOS performance. The analysis is also extended to cover AMRS. 
The details of the methods used in the above analysis are given in 
Appendixes A, Band C. 
2.1.1 AMOOS/ AMRS Requirements and Mission Analysis 
The requirements and mission analysis performed herein was toward 
establishing the overall mission capability of AMOOS and AMRS. Design 
criteria were selected from the possible mission and performance capabilites. 
After the preliminary design of the vehicle was performed, the analysis was 
used to establish the performance spectrum of the specific vehicles. 
2.1.1.1 Consumables Analysis 
A comprehensive consumables analysis was performed for AMOOS for 
equatorial orbits about the earth from 5000 n.mi. altitude to geosynchronous • 
13 
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An analysis was also performed for orbits about the moon. The analysis 
for AMRS was confined to equatorial geosynchronous orbits and lunar orbits. 
Fo~ AMOOS an lsp = 456.5 sec was chosen. T~e sensitivity df payload to lsp 
was determined in the feasibility studies (Ref. Z) about an lsp = 470 sec which 
is considered sufficiently close to 456.5 sec to remain applicable. The range 
of lsp = 260 through 350 sec was used for AMRS. 
The consumables analysis was performed using impulsive C.v's with 
an allowance for gravity and purge losses. Chilldown was computed on 
assuming maximum chilldown time of 91 sec. During the chilldown an lsp 
of 377 sec was assumed. The C.V imparted for the full 91 sec was computed 
and checked against the C.V required. If the chilldown c.v is greater than the 
required C.v, then the propellant usage is computed using the chilldown lsp; 
if it is less, then the propellant usage is computed by combining that for the 
chilldown with that for the remaining c.v. Two engine burn modes are recog-
nized beside the chilldown mode, these are: (1) full thrust burn with 1 = 
, sp 
456.5 sec and (2) pump idle mode with 1 = 434 sec. The chilldown mode 
sp 
may also be referred to as tank head idle mode. Very small C.v's are per-
formed with the RCS which has an 1 = 230 sec. These RCS usages are 
sp 
v,cognized by the low lsp which causes the chilldown calculations to be by-
passed. All' other uses of consumables must be input as an event. Use of 
inerts, payload retrieved, residuals, etc. must also be input as events. The 
delivered payload is computed for a mission involving one delivery payload. 
If the mission involves two payload deliveries, one payload must be input as 
an event, the other will be computed. Typical results will now be presented 
and discussed. 
The payload is, of course, a function of vehicle dry weight and all up 
weight among others. Also, payload delivered is a function of payload re-
trieved. Payloads have been computed as a function of these three param-
eters, namely, all up weight (or net delivered weight to low earth orbit), dry 
weight and payload retrieved. 
14 
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The first case considered is the single stage vehicle delivered to low 
earth orbit by one Shuttle launch. The net weight delivered by the Shuttle is 
63,1001b (28.622 kg) which, when combined with an estimated 1900 Ib (862 
kg) tare weight on the Orbiter, gives a total of 65,000 Ib (29,484 kg), the maxi-
imum baseline Shuttle payload. The results are presented as a carpet plot 
of payload delivered versus dry weight and payload retrieved in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 - Modular AMOOS Payload Capabilities to Equatorial 
Geosynchronous Orbit for a Single Stage Vehicle 
Using One 65,000 Ib Shuttle Launch 
This figure represents all the possible design points for AMaaS for dry 
weights from 4000 Ib to 8000 Ib (1814 to 3629 kg) and retrieved payloads 
from 0 to 10,000 Ib (0 to 4500 kg). The corresponding range of delivered pay-
loads is 2900 Ib to 15,900 Ib (1315 kg to 7212 kg). Some of these design points 
may not be practical; currently, in particular, a dry weight of 4000 lb (1814 kg) 
is probably not achievable with current technology. As an example, consider 
the following case: the expected dry weight of AMOOS is 6700 Ib (3039 kg) and 
the weight, including TPS, of a manned capsule, fully loaded with crew is 6800 
Ib (3084 kg). The question to be answered is: What is the up payload and is 
15 
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it greater than 6800 lb (3084 kg) thus allowing AMOOS to perform a manned 
mission to equatorial geosynchronous orbit? 
An inspection of any constant payload retrieved line reveals that tra-
versing one grid unit; horizontally represents 2000 Ib (908 kg) of vehicle dry 
weight (one solid line to the next)., The 6700 Ib (3039 kg) dry weight found on 
each broken line is therefore the intersection of a vertical line 7/20 of the 
way from the 6000 Ib (2722 kg) dry weight line toward the 7000 lb (3175 kg) 
point. The points on the 4000 (1814 kg), 6000 (2722 kg) and 8000 lb (3629 kg) 
retrieved payload points are shown by circles. Joining these points gives the 
curve for 6700 lb (3039 kg) dry weight. The next step is to construct the 6800 
lb (3084 kg) return payload curve. This is perIurmed in an analogous manner. 
One grid unit horizontally also represents 2000 Ib (908 kg) of payload retrieved, 
therefore, the 6800 lb (3084 kg) return payload :?oints are the intersection of a 
vertical line 4/10 of a grid unit from the 6000 lb (2722 kg) payload retrieved 
line and the dry weight lines each taken in turn. These points are enclosed 
in square symbols. Joining these two points gives the line for 6800 lb (3084 
kg) retrieved payload. The intersection of these two lines just constr.ucted 
is the point fulfiling the aforementioned requirements. Reading horizontally 
(7200 lb or 3266 kg) gives the payload delivery capability. The value, 7200 
lb (3266 kg) is greater than 6800 Ib (3084 kg), the weight of the flight ready 
manned capsule 2.nd crew, therefore, AMaaS can perform this mission. 
Now, the main engine consumables varies with the payloads and the dry 
weight. This variation may be seen in Fig. 4 where main engine consumables 
is plotted against payload retrieved and vehicle dry weight. In an analogous 
manner to determining delivered payload, it is pl:"sible to determine main 
engine consumables. Repeating the construction of the 6700 lb (3039 kg) dry 
weight and 6800 lb (3084 kg) retrieved payload lines yields the required main 
engine consumables of 48,500 lb (22,000 kg). Now if the tanks are designed 
to perform the above mission, then any mission requiring more than 48,500 
lb (22,000 kg) of propellants cannot be performed. For this particular design, 
then, the mission profile for geosynchronous equatorial miSSions follows the 
16 
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6700 lb (3039 kg) dry weight line from zero to 6800 lb (3084 kg) retrieved 
payload and then falls more rapidly. The reason for this is that an all up 
weight less than 63,100 lb (28,622 kg) is being delivered to low earth orbit 
because the payload to be delivered is less than 7100 lb (3221 kg) and the 
tanks are full. When the up payload is greater than 7100 lb (3221 kg) then 
propellant must be off-loaded to keep the all up weight to 63,100 (28,622 
kg). This is so that the Shuttle payload will not exceed 65,000 lb (29,484 kg) 
including the tare remaining in the ot'biter. TIns aspect of performance will 
be demonstrated more completely in Section 2.1.1.2 • 
Analysis similar to the foregoing was also performed for two-stage 
and stage and one-half vehicles, each delivered to low earth orbit by one 
65,000 lb (29,484 kg) payload Shuttle launch. These studies are reported in 
detail in Appendix A. The dry weights of such vehicles had to be reduced to un-
realistically low values to be competitive with the single stage vehicle if com-
pletely recoverable. The stage and one-half concept offers advantages pro-
vided the tank half stage is expendable. Also, payload performance to 15,000, 
10,000 and 5,000 n.mi. (27,795, 18,530 and 9,265 km) circular equatorial orbits 
was computed. These results are also given in Appendix A. 
The two-stage and stage and one-half vehicle analysis was also performed 
for vehicles and payloads requiring two and three shuttle launches for delivery 
to low earth orbit. These vehicles must be mated in low earth orbit. The 
analysis of these multi-staged vehicles was for stages carrying equal weights 
of propellant. A typical two-stage vehicle is shown in Fig. 5. 
As an example of the multi-stage vehicle consumables analysis, the two-
stage, two-shuttle launch vehicle payload capability is given in Fig. 6. Each 
propulsion module is essentially a single stage AMOOS with suitable adapters 
and docking devices. The total payload and consumables per stage are obtained 
from Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. As an example, consider a two-stage vehicle, 
each stage weighing 7000 lb (3175 kg). The required return payload is also 
7000 lb (3175 kg) representing a four-man capsule suitable for crew transFor-
tation on a geosynchronous sortie mission. The delivered payload is 25,700 lb 
18 
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(11.678 kg) which yields 18,700 lb (8482 kg) that may be consumed or left in 
geosynchronous orbit. Both AMOOS propulsion units are, of course, recovered. 
Similar analyses were performed for missions to lunar orbit. The 6.v 
budget included a 30-dtlg plane change in the vicinity of the moon in order to 
yield reasonable launch opportunities and stay times to selected lunar orbits. 
The 72 hr transfer orbit was chosen for the AMOOS lunar mission. The re-
sults for the single stage vehicle delivered to low earth orbit in one shuttle 
launch and the two-stage two-shuttle launch vehicle are presented h~re as 
examples of the lunar mission analyses. 
The payloads to these lunar orbits are larger because the total 6.v re-
quiren"lent is smaller than for the equatorial geosynchronous missior>. In fact, 
for AMOOS missions the geosynchronous 6.v requirement is very close to the 
maximum (Ref.2). The mission involving a lunar landing requires a consider-
able increase in 6.v. The capability of AMOOS to perform a lunar landing was 
not considered. 
Figure 8 gives the payload delivered as a function of vehicle dry w..-i.ght 
and payload returned. The payload delivered may be obtained as for the geo-
synchronous case given in Fig. 3. As an exa=ple consider a 6700 lb (3039 kg) 
AMOOS propulsion module and a 7300 Ib (3311 kg) return payload. The total 
up payload is 10,500 Ib (4763 kg) or net 3,200 lb (1452 kg). Recall that the 
comparable weights for the equatorial geosynchronvus mission are total up 
payload of 7200 lb (3266 kg) (net 400 Ib (182 kg)) and 6800 lb (3084 kg) down. 
The tnain engine consutnal)les. Fig. 9, are 44,500 Ib (20,185 kg) for the lunar 
tnissions reflecting the stnaller total 6.v requiretnents for the lunar tnission 
over the equatorial geosynchronous. 
The two-stage, two EOS AMOOS vehicle perfortning a lunar tnission 
shows a corresponding increase in payload capability over the equatorial 
geosynchronous. As an exatnple. consider again the 6700 Ib (3039 kg) stage 
with a return payload of 7300 lb (3311 kg). The total delivered payload (from 
21 
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Fig. 10) is 29,000 Ib (13,154 kg) or 21,700 lb (9843 kg) net if the 7300 lb (3311 
kg) is round tripped. The correspsmding main engine consumables are approx-
imately 40,000 Ib (18,144 kg)'p~r stage from Fig.ll. On such a mission, tbe 
21,700 Ib (9843 kg) net payload is placed l.n lunar orbit by the AMOOS vehicle 
and not returned to low earth orbit. 
Consumables analysis was also performed for the uprated shuttles of 
80,000 and '.00,000 lb (36,288 and 45,360 kg) payload capability to low earth 
orbit. Only geosynchronous equatorial missions were considered for one 
stage vehicles delivered by one EOS launch and two-stage vehicles delivered 
by two and three EOS vehicles. These analyses are reported in detail in 
Appendix A. 
A separate consumables ar.alysis was performed for the AMRS vehicle. 
The concept of the AMRS vehicle is that it is available on-station for an emer-
gency crew transfe,. either to low earth orbit or to the earth' 5 surface. The 
external geometry of the AMRS is similar to AMOOS and is depicted in Fig. 12. 
The on-orbit li£ethne of such a vehicle should be compatible with space station 
lifetime; therefore, a long term space storable propellant is required. From 
these two considerations, the variables chosen for an AMRS mission were re-
covered weight and lsp so that a wide range of possible designs could be 
covered. The dependent variable was on-orbit weight. Both on-orbit weight 
and recovered weight include the weight of a four-man crew. Therefore, the 
weight of the crew must be subtracted to give the AMRS unmanned weight that 
must be delivered to a station orbit. The first mission considered was 
a return from equatorial geosynchronous orbit. The on- orbit weight im-
mediately prior to separation from the space station is given in Fig. 13 
as a function of recovered weight for I = 260, 290, 320 and 351) sec. 
sp 
As an example, consider a vehicle with a recovered weight, including crew, of 
6000lb (2722 kg) and lap = 300 sec. The required on-station weight is approxi-
mately 12,500 lb (5670 kg), again including crew. Subtracting the crew weight 
of 750 lb (340 kg) yields an on-station net weight of 11,750 lb (5330 kg). Referring 
to Fig. 3, the up payload for AMOOS is 11,500 lb (5216 kg). Increasing the AMRS 
I to 320 sec yields an on-station weight of 12,000 1b (5443 kg) and hence a net 
sp 
23 
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weight without crew of 11,250 Ib (5103 1qd. The desi~n lap for AMRS should, 
therefore, be about 320 sec if the recovered weight is 6000 Ib (2722 kg). The 
main engine consumables (from Fig. 14) for the return from geosynchronous 
orbit is approximately 5850 lb (2654 kg). The remainder of the weight to 
12,0001b (5443 kg) namely 150 Ib (68 kg) are the consumables for the ReS, etc. 
The other AMRS mission considered was return from a lunar orbit. 
A 30 deg plane change in the vicinity of the moon is allowed which is combined 
wii:h phasing in lunar orbit. A 72 hr transfer orbit is used to return to the 
vicinity or the earth. A required on-orbit weight of 10,000 lb (4536 kg) (net 
9250 Ib (4196 kg» is required (Fig. 15) to recover 6000 lb (27Z2 kg) with an 
lsp =: 300 sec. Such a payload, 9250 lb (4196 kg), is well within the capability 
of AMOOS which (from Fig. 8), is 13,250 Ib (6010 kg). Such an AMRS vehicle 
could, then, be delivered by a single stage AMOOS which in turn is delivered 
to low earth orbit by a single Space Shuttle launch. The AMRS consumables 
for this mission are given in Fig. 16. 
2.1.1.2 AMOOS Performance Spectrum 
The AMOOS consumables analysis for the single stage vehicle delivered 
by one Shuttle launch has been analyzed to give the AMOOS performance spec-
trum. The results are plotted in Fig. 17 for equatorial missions to geosyn-
chronous, 15,000 (27,795), 10,000 (18,530) and 5000 n.mi (9265 kID) circular 
orbits. The current maximum length of an AMOOS payload is approximately 
25 ft (7.62 mI. The maximum diameter is 14.67 ft (4.47m) but this includes 
the structure necessary to support the TPS for the return trip. The net diam-
eter is approximately 12 ft (3.66=) for the recovered payload. If no payload 
TPS is required, e.g., a delivery only mission, then the full 14.67 it (4.47 m) 
diameter may be realized. On a manned mission these dime,'sions are not 
restrictive since a typical manned capsule is some 11 ft (3.35 m) long with an 
internal diameter of approximately 10 ft (3.05 mI. This is a practical maxi.-
mum volume for a manned spacecraft with an all up weight of 7000 lb (3175 
kg) or less. 
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The payload weight capabilities of AMaaS are summarized in Fig. 17. 
This summary is for the single stage AMaaS placed in low earth orbit by 
one space shuttle launch. The mission orbits covered are circular equatorial 
geosynchronous, 15,000 (27,795), 10,000 (18,530) and 5000 n.mi. (9265 kIn). 
The round trip payloads showed little sensitivity to mission altitude. This 
is caused by the total Av requirements being eSllentially identical. The in-
crease in Av required to circularize and change plane at lower mission alti-
tudes is offset by the decrease in /::"v required for the maneuver to ascent 
transfer orbit. 
The effects of different weights at the various burns are shown as the 
delivered payload differs from the retrieved payload. As the mission altitude 
decreases the delivered payload increases slightly for retrieved payloads below 
the round trip payload. The reverse is true for retrieved payloads above 
the round trip value. In this region the delivered payload decreases with de-
creasing mission altitude • 
The break in the curves at the round trip payload value is due to the 
maximum propellant volume being reached at that point. For delivery pay-
loads below 7100 lb (3221 kg) approximately, AMaaS, in its launch condition, 
weighs less than the maximum 63,100 Ib (28,622 kg) allowable. The differ-
ence in the all up weight from the maximum is just the difference between the 
delivered payload and the round trip payload. If the delivered payload is in-
creased above the round trip payload then propellant must, of course, be off 
loaded to keep the all up weight at 63,100 Ib (28,622 kg). 
The AMaas vehicle may also be operated in the purely propulsive mode. 
In this mode the TPS and the nose cap are not required thus saving approxi-
mately 1300 Ib (590 kg) of dry weight. In this mode, AMaaS has a perform.-
ance very close to the Baseline Space Tug performance. 
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2.1.1.3 Vehicle Environment 
The environment of both AMOOS and AMRS may be divided into three 
distinct phases. The first is transportation in the Shuttle cargo bay, the 
second is flight in space, and the third is the flight within the atmosphere. 
Of these, the environment of the shuttle cargo bay and that during atmospheric 
flight may be important in the design of the primary structure. This is due 
to the thrust to weight ratio of approximately 2 for both the AMOOS and AMRS 
vehicles being well below the nUlnber of g's acceleration experienced within 
the other two phases. The atmospheric flight phase, of course, governs the 
design of the TPS. The environment in the Shuttle cargo bar is given in Ref.7 
so only the environment during atmospheric flight will be given in detail herein. 
In Fig. 18, the dynamic pressure, q, is plotted as a function of ti.me from 
atmospheric entry for a typical trajectory. The maximum dynamic pressure 
was analyzed for 65 guidance validation runs. The average maximum q was 
75.42 Ib/ft2 (3613 N/m2) with a standard deviation of 1.870 Ib/ft2 (89.55 N/m2 ). 
The +3cr variations in q are shown as broken lines on Fig. 18. The +3cr value 
of 81-:-03 lb/ft2 (3881 N/m) is, by coincidence, just equal to the upper limit of 
the range of q for the 65 trajectories. This figure is well below the value of 
approximately 104.39 Ib/ft2 (5000 N/m2 ) obtained for the worst case. unguided 
trajectories in the earlier studies. The mean q of 75.42 lb/ft2 (3613 N/m2 ) 
max 
is close to the nominal q of 74.76 Ib/n2 (3581 N/m 21. the difference being 
max 2 2 
.36cr. The above discussions are for a W /CnA = 35.5 Ib/ft (1700 N/m ). which 
corresponds to the upper limit of the W /CnA range for AMOOS and AMRS. 
The maximum dynamic pressure encountered is both a function of energy 
to be dissipated and number of passes constituting the aeromaneuver. The 
* maximum .:iynamic pressure encountered for non-lifting trajectories is pre-
sented in Fig. 19 as a function of atmospheric entry velocity. The sensible 
atmosphere is assumed to begin at an altitude of approximately 400,000 it 
(120 km). The maximum q experienced increases rapidly with increasing 
entry velocity. These maximum values may be reduced consic1.erably. in fact, 
* No vertical component. 
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Fig. 18 - Dynamic Pressure vs Time from Atmospheric 
Entry (400,000 ft) 
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Maximum dynamic pretlsurt> 
if energy ill approximately 
equally disllipat('d during 
each atmospheri<' pass of 
a multi-pass mission ~ 
Maximum dynamic pressure 
if .apogee altitude after first 
atmospheric pass is limited 
to 19.323 n .. mi. 
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26 Earth Orbit Missions 
Lunar and Planetary Missions 
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Fig. 19 - Effect of Velocity and Number of Passes on Maximum Dynamic 
Pressure 
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to about 0.75 of the no-lift value, by choosing a lift downwal'c1 (Hl'fa. 1 and II 
tl'ajcctol'Y' Such a trajectory would usc about one-third 01' less of tlll' tntal 
available lift for Q reduction and about one-half for trajectory control. 
"tnax 
Maximum atmospheric density encountered follows a trend similar to 
the maximum dynamic pressure, The density peaks later than the dynamic 
pressure, which is seen in the example given in Fig. 20. The peak values 
are, of course, only a few seconds apart. 
' .. r-------------...., 
I .• 
"'" ~ 1.6 
~ 
! 1.4 
o l.~ 
• ~ 1.0 
i 
Q 0,11 
" 
.i 0.6 
i .0' 
.(; D.il. 
·.~~~, ••• -"~ •• .-~,O~O--~.~OO.-~,O~.-~.~OO 
Timll' r ... ~1 
Fig. 20 - Atmospheric Density vs Time from Atmospheric 
Entry (400,000 ft) 
The effect of number of passes on maximum density encountered is 
shown in Fig. 21. Again the peak value can be reduced by flying a downward 
lift nominal trajectory. The reduction in p would be approximately the 
max 
same as for Q , namely to about 0.75 of the no-lift value. 
"tnax 
In both Figs. 19 and 21 there is a minimum value of the l"e~pective 
variables for entry velocities above earth escape velocity for 400,000 ft 
(120 ktn). The logic behind this is that the vehicle must be captured by the 
earth on the first pass through the atmosphere. From the two-body point 
of view, the first pass must put the vehicle into a paraboliC orbit, but from 
a practical point of view an elliptical orbit with a l'elatively low apogee must 
be obtained. Quite arbitrarily geosynchronous altitude, 19,000 n.mi. (34,500 
Ian) approximately, has been chosen as the maximum permissible apogee 
altitude after one atmospheric pass. The broken line reflects this upper 
limit to the first pass apogee. 
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Fig. 21 - Effect of Entry Velocity and Number of Passes 
on Maximum Atmospheric Density 
A typical relative velocity-time history ia given in Fig. 22. The exit 
velocity is, for practical purposes, a function of desired apogee altitude, and 
hence, for AMaaS, almost constant. The effects of guidance on the nominal 
velocity are small since the guidance tends to negate off-nominal conditions 
rapidly. This appears to be due to the fact that as the drag force increases 
then so does the lift force, thus allowing corrections to accompany the 
accumulation' of velocity errors due to off-nominal conditions. 
Since the ballistic coefficient, W /CDA, for AMRS is a.pproximately the 
same as for AMaaS, the above data on the return from geosynchronous altitude 
apply equally well to each. However, AMRS must have the capabi.lity of ground 
recovery. The flight environment apph"able for ground recovery will now be 
discussed. 
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Fig. ZZ - Relative Velocity vs Time from Atmospheric 
Entry (400,000 it) for a Skip Type Trajectory 
Sinc,) the relative velocity is eventually reduced to zero, there is no 
longer the need to target for a velocity loss. Instead of accepting the environ-
ment necessary to effect the fixed velocity 10s5, the environment may be amel-
iorated by suitable modulation of the lift vector. To this end, a bank angle 
time history has been chosen that modifies the dynamic pressure from the 
ballistic reentry values. The first 300 sec of atmospheric flight are plotted 
in Fig. Z3. The bank angle is modulatp.d to re.1uce the peak values to 100 Ib/ftZ 
(4788 N/mZ). The value of q remains below 55 Ib/ftZ (Z635 N/mZ) from 300 
',ec to the termination of the simulated trajectory at approximately ZO,OOO it 
(6000 m). Atmospheric density is also plotted on Fig. Z3. As hefore, its 
maxima and minima lag those of q. Since this AMRS environment is for 
ground recovery, the density eventually tends steadily to that at sea level. 
The double peak in q shown is due to the particular bank angle time 
history used. To elinlinate such a double peak, if desired, a guidance scheme 
c(lntrolling on acceleration would be desired. 
The heating rate on a 1 ft (0.3048 m) radius sphere is used as a measure 
of the thermal environment. Three thermal regimes are recognized, namely, 
free molecular, where Ma:,IVRe > 3, continuum, where Moo /VRe < 0.05, and 
transitional where 0.05::: Moo /..[Re::: 3. Reynolds number (Re) is based on 
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30' 
Fig. 23 - Maximum Dynamic Pressure .and Atmospheric Density 
VB Time from Atmospheric Entry for the AMRS Ground 
Recovery Mode 
body radius for these classifications. The transitional heating rates and the 
values of M /"+fRe' based on a 1 ft radius sphere are given in Fig. 24 for thE' 
00 
AMaaS and AMRS rendezvous type trajectory. The transitional heating rate 
only is plotted in Fig. 24 since the values of Moo/1jRe for both AMaas and AMRS 
are in the range 0.05:5. Moo/"!/Re" < 3 for all except the very high altitude, low 
heating rate portion of the trajectory. 
The AMRS vehicle is also in the transitional heating rate regime during 
the peak heating period of the ground recovery trajectory. The first 300 sec 
of this heating rate time-history is given in Fig. 25. 
2.1.1.4 Design Parameters 
The foregoing data represent the capabilities avai1:!ble to an AMaaS 
or AMRS vehicle and the possible environments it may meet. In order to de-
sign a vehicle, some set of capabilities and environment must be extracted. 
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These need not represent an actual performance capability ar.d in general 
will not since the best practical overall performance is probably a compro-
mise among several possible performance capabilities. For example, con-
sider an AMOOS vehicle required to be able to round trip 7100 lb (3221 kg). 
Such a vehicle could perform a one way retrieval of some 14,000 Ib (6350 kg). 
It is most unlikely that such a large return payload will be required for a 
single stage, one EOS launch AMOOS, therefore the design maximum reentry 
weight for such an AMOOS could be set at 15,000 lb (6804 kg), which repre-
sents approximately a 7500 Ib (3402 kg) return payload. Setting such a 
return payload allows some margin for variation in payloads but does not 
unduly penalize the vehicle by designing for an unusable capability. 
The structural design conditions may be separated into two classes. 
These are: 
1. The fully loaded vehicle in the Shuttle Orbiter 
cargo bay. In this condition the AMOOS/AMRS 
structure is cold. 
2. The lightly loaded vehicle during the aero-
maneuver. In this condition the AMOOS/AMRS 
structure is hot. 
The AMOOS engine burn condition can be quickly eliminated since the 
engine thrust is only 15,000 Ib (66,723 N). A 5000 lb (22,241 N) thrust engine 
will suffice for AMRS. It must, of course, be considered when designing the 
thrust structure. 
In selecting the design conditions, experience was called upon to reduce 
the number of conditions. During transportation in the Shuttle cargo bay, the 
most highly stressed section of AMOOS or AMRS is near the propellant tanks 
where a large fraction of the total mass is concentrated. Note that, in the 
case of AMOOS, the mass concentration is particularly pronounced at the LOX 
tank. These large localized masses produce the highest internal loads in the 
structure. Off-loading propellant, in order to carry a large delivery payload, 
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results in a lower stressed structure since the weight in the critical section 
is reduced and the increased payload weight is carried into the orbiter struc-
ture at rela,tlvely lightly loaded AMOOS sections. For these reasons only the 
tanks full case need be used for structural design. On the other hand, during 
the a"'l'omaneuver, the configuration with the highest W ICDA experiences the 
highest loads. For this case, therefore, the heaviest practical recovery weight 
is used in combination with the appropriate shortest length to determine the 
design trajectory. 
For use in designing the structure, the aerodynamic loads are specified 
as a distribution and a design dynamic pressure. This allows the design loads 
to be readily changed by changing the dynamic pressure. The load distribution 
remains essentially unchanged at the high Mach numbers at which maximum 
dynamic pressure occurs. The properties of materials are also tempe,.ature 
dependent so that, in this application, a structural temperature must be speci-
fied. This design temperature is chosen upon the consideration of several 
parameters. Taken into consideration are the structural materials them-
selves, the ablator or other TPS material and the bonder used to bond the 
TPS to the structure. Brief optimization studies (Appendix C) have shown 
that 600F (589K) is a reasonable bondline temperature. 
The design data for the one stage AMOOS placed in low earth orbit in 
one EOS launch is given in Table 1. 
Table 1 
SINGLE STAGE AMOOS DESIGN DATA 
Total (all up) Weight: 63,100 Ib (28,622 kg) 
Payload: Up 7100 lb (3221 kg); Down 7100 Ib (3221 kg) 
Main Engine Consumables: 48,500 Ib (22,000 kg) 
Design Reentry Weight: 15,000 Ib (6804 kg) 
Bond Line Te=perature: 600 F (589 K) 
Design Dynamic Pressure: 100 Ib/ft2 (5000 N/m2) 
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With the expected dry weight of 6700 Ib (3039 kg) for AMOOS, pro-
pellant will have to be off-loaded to deliver more than 7100 Ib (3221 kg). 
Designing the AMOOS vehicle for a reentry weight of 15,000 Ib (6804 kg) 
represents what is believed to be a practical upper limit to the AMOOS 
single EOS launch round-trip payload capability. A round-trip capability 
of 7500 Ib (3402 kg) corresponds to a dry weight of 6300 Ib (2858 kg). Such 
a dry weight is feasible with moderate advances in techn-,logy. As stated 
previously, prior experience has shown that the maximum propellant case 
yields the design loads. A minimum skin gage is specified upon considera-
tion of it supporting the ablator. This results in a very lightly stressed 
structure at the aft end where the payload is attached. Because of this lightly 
loaded condition a 59 £t (17.98 m) long vehicle of 25,000 Ib (11,340 kg) reentry 
weight could also be used without appreciable penalty. 
Similarly, design data have been chosen for the AMRS and are 
given in Table 2. 
Table 2 
AMRS DESIGN DATA 
Total (all up) Weight: 12,5001b (5670 kg) 
Payload, Up Zero, Down: 7481b (339 kg) (4 men) 
Main Engine Consumables: 6,5001b (2948 kg) 
Design Reentry Weight: 7,000 Ib (3175 kg) 
Bondline Temperature: 600 F (589K) 
Design Dynamic Pressure: 140 Ib/ft2 (7,000 N/m2) 
The aeromaneuvering loads design data are completed by the load dis-
tribution given in Fig. 26. The distribution is given as a function of body 
diameters. It is plotted in this manner so that it applies to both AMOOS and 
AMRS. Furthermore, recall that the Mach number is in the hypersonic regime 
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Mach = 26.S 
q = l041b/fi 
Nonnal Force 
VAxial Force 
I 
O~----~------~-------l-----~ o 1 2. 3 4 Station (cabbers) 
Fig. 26 - Normal and Axial Force Distribution Along 
the AMOOS Configuration 
so that the distribution for the shorter, truncated bodies may be obtained by 
using the fore part of the curve up to the number of body diameters equal to 
the fineness ratio of the vehicle considered. For example, suppose the vehicle 
length is 45.6 ft (13.9m) and the body diameter is 14.7 it (4.48 m), then the 
load distribution for this configuration would be that part of the curve of Fig. 
26 from 0 to 3.10 body diameters (calibers). 
The above design data are also used to detennine a design trajectory 
and hence a design heating rate time history. Since the ballistic coefficients 
for the four-man crew module AMOOS and AMRS are approximately the same, 
the same design trajectory may be used for both in the Shuttle Orbiter recovery 
rendezvous mode. However, AMRS must also have ground recovery capa-
bility, therefore a reentry design trajectory and corresponding heating 
rates must be developed. The selected trajectories are, of course, those 
given in Figs. 18 through 23. The corresponding stagnation heating rates 
on a 1 ft radius sphere are given in Figs. 24 and 25. 
For completeness, the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay loads are given. Ex-
perience has shown that these loads do, in fact, design much of the AMOaS 
and AMRS vehicles, These loads are given in Table 3 and are taken from 
Ref. 7. 
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Table 3 
SHUTTLE PAYLOAD BAY LIMIT LOAD FACTORS 
Linear 
- g 
* Condition X Y Z 
Lift-Off -0.1 +1.0 + 1. 5 
-2.9 
- 1.0 - 1.5 
High-Q Boost -1.6 +0.5 +0.6 
-2.0 -0.5 -0.6 
Boost-Max. LP -2.7 +0.2 -0.3 
(S\ack) -3.3 -0.2 -0.3 
Boost-Max. LP -Z.7 +O.Z -0.75 
(Or b A1on,e) -3.3 -0.2 -0.75 
Entry and Descent + 1.06 0 +2.5 
Pitch Up -0.02 0 - 1. 0 
Entry and Descent +0.75 + 1.25 +1.0 
law +0.75 -1.25 + 1.0 
--, 
~anding_. +1.0 +0.5 +2.8 
-0.8 -0.5 +2.2 
C rash*'" 
* 
** 
+9.00 +1.50 +4.5 
- 1.5 -1.50 -2.0 
C rash (Crew Com- +ZO.O +3.3 +10.0 
pa rtment Interio r) -3.3 -3.3 -4.4 
Positive X, Y, Z dh'ections equal aft, ri;;ht and up. Load fac-
tor carries the sign of the externally applied bdd.. 
Crash load factors are ultimate and only used to design pay-
load support fittings and payload attachment fasteners. Crash 
load factors for the nominal payload of 65,000 Ib (29,485 kg). 
Longitudinal load factors are directed in the forward azimuth 
within ZO deg of the orbiter longitudinal aX1S. The specified 
load factors will operate separal·~ly. 
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1.1.2 AMOOS/A¥RS Concopts and Apl~1i."'Llivn.· 
A modular AMaaS concept was developed initially in Ref.'?' and is 
further developed herein. A typical modular layout is .. hewn in Fig. 27. 
Airlock 
Control 
Station 
~-:~-+=d'" 
11.6 ft - 13.30 ft by 
Vertical Sleep Station----' 
45.6 ft 
Fig. 27 - Typical AMOOS and Manned Module Layout 
14.67 ft 
Ellipse 
Basically, the vehicle consists of a tapered elliptical body, raked off at ap-
proximately 45 deg at the nose. The nose consists of a complexly curved 
cap designed to give a high drag coefficient. The lengths of the propulsion 
module and crew module are 34 ft (10.4 m) and 11.6 ft (3.54), respectively. 
The elliptical cylinder section tapers from a 12.22 ft (3.72 m) x 13.58 ft 
(4.14 m) ellipse at the forward most point of the LOX tank to a 13.30 ft (4.05 m) 
by 14.67 ft (4.47 m) ellipse at the aft end of the crew module. 
The application of AMOOS to the manned geosynchronous sortie mission 
was also considered. This application is for two AMaaS stages delivered by 
two Shuttle launches. The structural design and weight analysis was not per-
formed to the same degree of detail as for the crew rotation application. 
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The complete vehicle is shown in Fig. 28 and consists of two AMOOS pro-
pulsion modules, a crew quarters module and a workshop module. The crew 
quarters module and both AMOOS propulsion modules would be recovered. 
The smaller crew module of Fig. 27 could be substituted for the large crew 
module of Fig. 2S. Typical total weights for the crew !nodule of Fig. 2S would 
be 10,000 lb (4536 kg). The corresponding weight of the workshop would be 
SOOO lb (3629 kg) approximately. If the smaller, 6S00 Ib (30S4 kg) crew 
module of Fig. 27 is used then the workshop, as left in orbit, may weigh as 
much as lS,OOO Ib (S165 kg). The AMRS external geometry Was obtained 
by scaling the AMOOS configuration. The design of the Fig. 27 vehicle and 
AMRS will now be discussed. 
Z.1.Z.l Design of the AMOOS Propulsion Module 
In previous AMOOS studies, a non-optiInized ring-stringer stiffened 
skin primary structure has been used. In this contract it was decided tll 
use a structural design computer program that will optimize the structure. 
This is accomplished partially by user input and partially within the program 
so that several cases must be run before the minimum weight structure is 
obtained. 
The ril'g-stringer stiffened skin structure is considered optimum for 
AMOOS and AMRS applications since the skin nlUst give rigid support to the 
ablator. This type of struc.ture gives a good compromise between structural 
weight and skin thickness. The thickness of the skin is also considered im-
portant in the refurbishment of the TPS. 
The choice of structure =aterial was based on the experience gained 
from previous contracts. Although Be-38A! Beryllium-Aluminum yielded 
the lightest structure, HMZIA-TS Magnesium gave a comparable weight. 
The other materials considered, namely titanium and graphite/polyimide, 
yielded much heavier weights. Stainless steel was eliminated since it would 
give a heavier structure than titanium at 600F (5S9K). For these reasons, 
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and its I"elatively low cost, magnesium HM21A-T8, has been chosen for the 
current defligns. The expected weight of thl': primary structure using Be-38Al 
would be slightly lighter and for other materials somewhat heavier. 
The primary structure weight for HM21A-TS magnesium is given in 
Table 4. 
Table 4 
AMOOS PROPULSION MODULE PRIMARY 
STRUCTURE WEIGHTS 
Station Design Length Weight Section (in) Condition (in) (lb) 
Nose 0-114 Orbiter 114 301 
Fwd Body 114-240 Orbiter 126 321 
Aft Body 240-408 Aero 168 391 
10% Contingency 101 
-
Total 1114 
A typical segment of this structure is shown in Fig.29. The structural 
weights also include solid circumferential rings placed at appropriate loca-
tions to allow for splice areas and major component attachment points. Nine 
such rings are included, each four inches wide and 0.5 in. thick. 
b. 
Fig.29 - Typical Segment of AMOOS and AMRS Primary Structure 
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In all, four design cases were considered. These are:' (1) the fully 
loaded AMaaS vehicle in the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay durin>!; ascent; (Z) the 
pJ:<opulsion unit alone; (3) the propulsion unit with the crew module; and (4) 
the maximum length, maximum reentry weight vehicle. The last three cases 
are during the atmospheric pass. The vehicle was designed to withstand 
each case by using the critical load to design each section. 
Except for the primary structure and TPS, AMaaS subsystems are 
either identical to those of the Baseline Space Tug (Ref. 8) or similar. The 
weights of these subsystems were either taken or estimated from Ref. 8. 
The following subsystems or components of AMaaS are identical to the Base-
line Tug of Ref. 8; engine, gimbal, thrust structul'e, mounting structure, feed, 
£ill drain and vent, pneumatic and pressure, hydraulic (except nose actuator), 
propellant loading and measuring, tank insulation, purge and thermal contr'll 
system and rendezvous and docking. The weights of the above systems were 
taken from Ref. 8. The APS system for AMaaS must be operative in the 
atmosphere and hence more powerful thrusters are needed at least in pitch 
and yaw. An APS weight of 500 lb, excluding consumables was allowed against 
30 1 lb for the Baseline Space Tug. The navigation studies of Ref. 3 were used 
to determine that the Base~ine Space Tug avionics would be adequate for AMaaS. 
Since the manned capsule would not be detached from the propulsion module in 
space, the payload and umbilical interface was omitted for the manned AMaaS. 
If a detachable payload is carried, then this weight must be taken from the 
AMaas payload capability. A scar weight of 30 lb was allowed for this capa-
bility and called the aft ring interface. 
The Martin Marietta SLA 561 ablator was chosen as the TPS material 
for the AMaaS vehicle and the payload protection structure. This material 
was chosen since it is flight rated and the heating rates are within its range. 
It is also expected to yield a relatively light weight TPS because of its good in-
sulative and ablative properties and its low density of 15 lb/ft3 (Z40.Z8 kg/m3). 
The heating rates on the vehicle were computed for the trajectory 
given in Section Z.1.1.3. These heating rates were then used to compute 
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the required ablator thickness over the vehicle using the STAB II computer 
program. The TPS weight given in the weight breakdown (Table 5) was 
selected from consideration of bandline temperature, angle-of-attack and 
off-nominal conditions. The method is explained fully in Appendix C. 
An overall weight contingency of 10% was allowed on dry weight. On 
top of this, an unbudgeted contingency of 200 lb was added since it was con-
sidered that further study of the navigation, guidance and control system was 
required to describe the system adequately. 
2.1.2.2 Design of AM1~S 
The same approach was taken to the AMRS vehicle as to AMOOS. In 
th~ case of AMRS there is essentially only one vehicle configuration so that 
there was only one atmospheric flight case to consider. '£he ascent in the 
Shuttle Orbiter's cargo bay was also considered in the primary structure 
design. 
The AMRS primary structure weight was optimized in a manner similar 
to that described for AMOOS. The subsystems and components weights were 
obtained from Refs. S, 9 and 10. The avionics weights were obtained from Ref. 8 
(Baseline Tug) upon consideration of the minimal system required for AMRS. 
The crew, life support and related systems volumes and weights were taken 
from Ref. 9. The estimate of the engine, tank and plumbing weights were ob-
tained from Ref. 10. The avionics weight was checked against the estimate 
using Ref. 10. The AMRS vehicle was designed to support a crew of 4 for 
24 hours with 100% reserves. (Recall that the time to transfer from geo-
synchr",lous to a perigee within the sensible atmosphere is less than six 
hours.) The resulting AMRS weight breakdown is given in Table 6. 
The design of the TPS followed closely that for the AMOOS propulsion 
module. The details are given in Appendix C. 
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Table <; 
AMOOS PROPULSION UNIT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
Components Weight,lb M 
Gimbal 30 ( 14) 
Fuel Tank and Supports 417 ( 189) 
Oxidizer Tank and Supports Z38 ( 108) 
Thrust Structure Z9 ( 13) 
Mounting Structure 100 ( 45) 
Nose Actuator 100 ( 45) 
Engine 44Z ( ZOO) 
Feed, Fill, Drain and Vent Z56 ( 116) 
Pneumatic and Pressure Z34 ( 106) 
Hydraulic 63 ( 29) 
Propellant Loading and Measuring 50 ( Z3) 
APS 500 ( 227) 
Tank Insulation 130 ( 59) 
Purge and Thermal Control System 311 ( 141 ) 
Navigation Guidance and Control 154 ( 70) 
Data Management 158 ( 72) 
Communications 72 ( 33) 
Measuring System 92 ( 4Z) 
Electrical Power and Distribution 410 ( 186) 
Rendezvous and Docking 35 ( 16) 
Aft Ring Interface 30 ! 14) 38'5T (1747) 
Thermal Protection System 1036 ( 470) 
Shell Structure 1013 ( 459) 
Contingency 100/. 590 ( Z68) 
Unbudgeted Contigency ZlO ! 95) 
Total Dry Weight 6700 (3039) 
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Table 6 
AMRS WEIGHT AND VOLUME BREAKDOWN 
Vol. ft 3 itll; 3 ) Wt,lb M 
Crew, Four @ 56 ft3 224 (6.34) 748 (334) 
Food 8 Ib/ft3 2 (0.057) 16 ( 7) 
Furnishings 2 Ib/£t3 43 (l.Z2 ) 86 ( 39) 
Meaical 10 lb/ft3 2 (0.057) 20 ( 9) 
Personnel Effects 10 (0.283) 56 ( 25) 
EC/LSS 738 (335) 
Atmosphere 2 (0.057) 
Water 62 lb/ft3 1 (0.028) 
Wastes Management 4 (0.113) 
Hardware 10 (0.283) 
Electronics 4 (0.113) 130 ( 59) 
Co:nmuni..::ations and Data System 10 (0.283) 327 (148) 
Instrumentation 16 (0.453) 188 ( 85) 
Miscellaneous Equipment 10 (0.382) 20 ( 9) 
Expendables 3 (0.085) 
Crew Capsule 507 (230) 
Engine and Thrust Structure 185 ( 84) 
Tanks and Support Structures 375 (170) 
Astrionics 400 (181) 
Plumbing Weight 132 ( 60) 
Flap 50 ( 23) 
TPS 500 (227) 
APS and Structure 500 (227) 
Shell Structure 469 (213) 
Contingency 100/0 34 (0.963) 473 (215) 
Total Dry Weight 375 (10.62) 59GO (2685) 
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2.1.3 Integrated Crew Module/AMaaS Analysis 
The AMaaS crew module was desi)!;ned to provide life support for a 
crew of four for 30 days. Negligible weight changes could also result in a 
six man, 20-day configuration. The capsule is designed to accomodate the 
crew but not to provide working area. The primary structure and TPS for 
the module was designed in conj"nction with the propulsion module and so 
the same trades and optimization were performed. The crew requirements 
were determined from Ref. 9. The AMRS crew compartment was designed 
for a four-man, one day occupancy in space. The vehicle is designed for 
emergency use. The life support subsystems comsumables do, however, 
include the recommended contingencies, usually 1000/0 of the required value. 
The weights of the AMaaS crew module are given in Table 7. The AMRS 
crew compartment weighh are given in Table 6 of the preceeding section with 
the dry weight, including crew, since an integral vehicle tS chosen for AMRS. 
2.1.4 AMaaS/ AMRS Flight Test Program Analysis 
The purpose of this analysis is to determine the requirements of a model 
flight test program applicable to both AMaaS and AMRS. The flight test 
program must provide design data for AMaaS and AMRS and concurrently 
check out common subsystems of these vehicles. It is envisioned that such 
model testing will significantly reduce the flight testing of the full-sc .. le 
vehicles and hence result in a lower overall flight test program cost. 
Two test programs have been identified: (1) the first is designed to pro-
vide data for AMaaS and A.1y1RS design and concurrently check out the concepts 
and subsystems basic to AMaaS and AMRS. and (2) the second is considered the 
minimal program to demonstrate the feasibility of the use of aeromaneuvering. 
A preliminary design of a test vehicle was performed in order to deter-
mine the approximate weight of the model and the subsystems required. The 
weights of the subsystems reflects IUS technology. The primary structure 
was designed from the point of view of simplicity' of construction, hence a 
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Table 7 
. ; AMOOS MANNED UNIT WEIGHT AND VOLUME BREAKDOWN 
Vol. ft 3 (m3) Wt.lb ~ 
Crew: Two @ 75 ft3/man 150 (4.25) 748 (339) 
Two @ 56 ft3/man 112 (3.17) 
Food 8 Ib/ft3 6 (0.170) 50 ( 23) 
Furnishings 93 (2.63) 185 ( 64) 
Bunks 3@ 15 Ib 
Seats 4(g) 20 Ib 
Misc. 4 @ 151b 
Medical 5.5 lb 2 (0.057) 22 ( 10) 
Personal Effects 11 (0.312) 213 ( 97) 
Clothing 4 @35 Ib 
Hygiene 28lb 
Personal 10 Ib/man 
EVA 25 (0.708) 372 (169) 
Suits 2 @ 62 Ib 
PLSS 2 @62 lb 
Equip 2 @ 62 Ib 
Interior Space Suit 4 @3l lb (14) 8 (0.227) 124 ( 56) 
EC/LSS 21 (0.595) 1531 (694) 
Cabin Pressurization 55lb (25) 
02/N2 Leak (5 Ib/day + 100%) 3001b (136) 
02 Consumption (2 lb/day + 100%) 120 lb (54) 
Water (6.2 Ib/man/day) 152 lb (69) (reclamation) 
Hardware 904 Ib (410) 
Electrical Power 4 (0.113) 130 ( 59) 
Communication and Data System 10 (0.283) 327 (148) 
Instrumentation 16 (0.453) 188 ( 85} 
Miscellaneous 10 (0.283) 80 ( 36) 
Maintenance Equipment 40 ( 18) 
•• Flap 225 (102) 
!' Docking Mechanism 120 ( 54) 1. Capsule 1225 (556) 
TpS 335 (152 ) 
... Shell Structure 326 (148) " 
J 
.... Contingency 10% 48 {1.361 624 {2831 
•• Total 516 (14.61) 6820 (3094) i· 
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0.1 in. thick load bearing aluminum skin was selected. The TPS we~.ght was 
estimated from the AMOOS TPS studies for a bondline temperature Ot 200F 
(366.3K). The vehicle layout is shown in Fig. 30. 
The parameters and subsystems to be tested in this way are the vehicle 
environment, ablation rates, skin temperatures, and the navigatior, guidance 
and control subsystem. The return from an equatorial geosynchronous mission 
will be considered baseline. Each of the above will now be discussed individually. 
The vehicle environment consists of dynamic pressure, atmospheric 
density, aerodynamic loads, heating rates and heating loads. The dynamic 
pressure and atmospheric density may be obtained by flying a nominal tra-
jectory. However, this would mean boosting the vehicle to about 8000 ft/sec 
(2300 m/sec) above the Shuttle Orbiter velocity and also have active 
guidance of the vehicle to attain the desired entry conditions. It is considered 
desirable to fly as simple a system as possible on the first flight. To pre-
serve the simplicity it is suggested that the model be deorbited from the 
Shuttle orbit. This will also require that a ground recovery trajectory be 
flown. Both the peak dynamic pressure and the peak heating rate increase 
with decreasing (larger negative) flight path angle at entry. The lower entry 
velocity can, therefore, be partially or even totally compensated for by in-
creasing this flight path angle. 
As an example of this modeling, consider the modeling of air loads and 
heating rates in the continuous flow regime. The air loads are proportional 
to q = 1/2 P V; and the heating rates, 6. to (p/r)I/2 V;·15 where p is the 
density. r is the body r<>dius and V r is the relative velocity. Now, along the 
trajectory. these air loads and heating rates have maximum values. Since V 
r 
is a function of p along the trajectory. the maximum values of each may be 
modeled. However, for the design of the ablative TPS. the heat load. Q. is 
more important. It mayor may not be possible to fly a low energy reentry 
trajectory that has the same heat load as the skip type maneuver used for 
rendezvous. 
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Several computer runs have been made to investigate the extent of 
modeling heating rate and heat load that can be achieved. 
An unguided trajectory, such as envisioned for the first model flight, 
cannot be used to model air loads and thermal environment accurately. 
However, if the vehicle is designed conservatively and recovered, then over-
all effects of the thermal environment may be obtained. Embedding thermo-
couples in the ablator may also be used to obtain data on conditions within the 
ablator, or at least until exposed. 
The stability of the vehicle is independent of the air loads and thermal 
environment proyided that the ablation does not appreciably change the shape 
of the vehicle. 
Each model flight test program will now be discussed, beginning with the 
more comprehensive plan. One model can, therefore, be used to perform the 
initial tests of stability, thermal environment, air loads and a parachute re-
covery system. This is shown as the first flight of the flight test schedule, 
Chart 1. 
The second test flight would be of heating rate, air load measured as 
acceleration on the vehicle and vehicle controllability. A high energy orbit 
would be proposed since the attitude control systen-: would be active. The ap-
propriate entry velocity may be obtained in one of several ways. The minimum 
/:"v method is a two burn method with the first burn at perigee to raise the apogee 
to the mission altitude to be simulated. A small burn at apogee lowera the vacuum 
perigee to within the sensible atmosphere. Since the attitude control system is 
active, programmed bank angle and angle-of-attack time histories may be 
input. In this way the acceleration and the heating rate may be approximately 
controlled. The controllability, heating rates and accelerations on the vehicle 
may be performed in one flight. These tests are recommended for the second 
test flight in Chart 1. 
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Number 
of Shuttle Target Orbit 
Launches Perigee Energy Test 1980 1981 
S* Low Low Vehicle Stability, TPS t. 
Ablative Rate and Ground 
Recovery Test 
S Low High Vehicle Controllability, 
Heating Rate, Accelera-
tion Test t. 
S High High Vehicle Guidance, Heat 
Load and Phasing with 
Space Shuttle Test t. 
S Low High Simulated Manual Guid-
ance and Backup Systems 
Test t. 
,~ 
S denotes a shared Space Shuttle flight, 
Chart 1 - Flight Test Plan 
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The next objective of the model flight test program is to check out the 
guidance of the vehicle. The skip through the atmosphere to a rendezvous 
with the Shuttle Orbiter is considered the more demanding maneuver for the 
AMOOS/AMRS guidance. Considerable data are available on reentry to sur-
face recovery guidance from past space flights. More data will become 
available with the Space Shuttle Orbiter flights. With the vehicle guidance 
system active, which requires the control system active, a complete check 
out of the automatic operation of the aeromaneuver may be performed. This 
is flight 3 of Chart 1. 
The prime systems have been checked out in flight 3. There remains 
then, the requirement to check out the backup systems. The flight will b .. 
unmanned so that the actions that a crew may take in guiding and controlling 
the vehicle will need be simulated. This is flight 4 of Chart 1. 
The minimal model flight test program consists of two flight tests de-
signed to demonstrate the feasibility of the AMaaS and AMRS concepts. The 
fir st flight is identical to the fir st flight of the four test series. The second 
flight is also a low energy flight. It is designed to test the vehicle control-
lability and guidance. The hardware will include an inertial platform, attitude 
rate sensors, reaction control system and a guidance computer. The trajectory 
will be controlled to a nominal as in a high energy pass thus demonstrating the 
feasibility of the guidance scheme. The minimal model flight test program 
is given in Chart 2. 
Number Target Orbit 
of Shuttle Test 1980 1981 
Launches Perigee Energy 
ff Low Low Vehicle Stability, TPS Ablative t:,. 
Rate and Ground Recovery Test 
S Low Low Vehicle Controllability and t:,. 
Guidance Test 
*S denotes shared Space Shuttle flight. 
Chart 2 - Minimal Model Flight Test Plan 
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2.1.4.1 Phased Plan 
To accomplish the design and development of a flight test model and 
the flight telilt plan a phased development plan will be Uliled. However, prior 
to this phased plan, it is considered necessary that certain studies be per-
formed to determine: (1) the specific trajectories that should be flown to 
obtain particular modeling and test paratneters: (2) the off-nominal conditions 
that may be experienced: (3) design paratneters for the structure and TPS: 
and (4) the design paratneters for the parachute recovery system . 
• Phase A 
Objective: Establish the feasibility of modeling the design param-
eters of AMaaS and ARMS using models. 
Tasks: Determine paratneter values require" "\nd scaling factors 
"ffecting these parameters. Detertnine tnodel trajectory as a function 
of model scale to obtain the desired values. Develop vehicle pre-
liminary designs and perfortn trades atnong the alternative configura-
tions. Select best configurations for further studies • 
• Phase B 
Objective: Determine full potential of alternative configurations to 
increase confi,dence in its design paratneters . 
Tasks: Analyze mission spectrum for each test flight. Determine 
values of parameters to be modeled. Compute the effects of off-
nominal conditions. Define flight test data analysis methods. Esti-
mate accuracy of results. Establish vehicle design method .. based 
em these data. Refine design of each configuration. Perform weights 
estimates. Establish method of operation. Identify launch conditions 
and recovery areas and tnethods . 
• Phases C-D 
Objective: Develop operational vehicles. 
Task.!!.: Design, build and test vehicles. Model, build and test vehicles. 
Model, build and test subsystems. Develop ground check out. Estab-
lish data recovery system. Analyze data to show desired values of 
design parameters. Verify design methods and criteria. 
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2.2 IiIMULATION TECHNIQUES 
The linear regulator approach to the guidance task of AMOOS and AMRS 
is recommended. A set of 65 randomly generated test cases showed the scheme 
to be accurate and precise. In this application, the scheme is used to control 
to a nominal trajectory. A combination of systematic errors and randomly 
generated atmospheres were also used to search for bias in the guidance law. 
Approximately 200 cases have been run to evaluate this guidance scheme. 
The classical linear systems app.oach was also applied to the AMOOS/ 
AMRS guidance. This method proved less adaptable than the linear regulator. 
The histogram of the 65 test cases for both techniques is gi ven in Fig. 31. 
This histogram clearly shows the greater spread of apogee altitude for the 
classical linear approach as compared with the linear regulator approach. 
Fig. 31 
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The velocity lost approach of Ref.4 was also considered. However, 
this approach does not appear amenable to development without considerable 
chang e in the fundamentals of this approach. 
The linear regulator approach was also proved adequate for the ground 
recovery guidance requirement for AMRS. Again, control was to a nominal 
trajectory. Since the linear regulator had already been selected for the 
rendezvous type guidance, no other schemes were evaluated for the ground 
recovery guidance. 
2.2.1 AMOOS/AMRS Conceptual Guidance Schemes 
The AMOOS/AMRS guidance scheme should be applicable to both the 
pass through the atmosphere and surface recovery type aeromaneuver. The 
guidance for the surface recovery tnaneuver has many similarities with the 
Space Shuttle Orbiter, Apollo, Gemini and Mercury reentry guidance. The 
AMRS L/P places it between the Shuttle Orbiter and Apollo for maneuver-
ability. Present and future data will assist significantly in the ground re-
covery type guidance. 
On the other hand, the AMOOS type guidance, in which one pass or n~ore 
is made through the atmosphere, has several unique features. The require-
ments of guidance for this type aeromaneuver will now be compared with 
those of ground recovery and synergetic plane change maneuvers. 
AMOOS must be guided through the atmosphere so that it has just suffi-
cient energy to reach a predetermined apogee. This required energy will 
fluctuate slightly since it is a function of flight path angle at exit, or, equiva-
lently, the hypothetical vacuum perigee of the motion at egress. These fluc-
tuations in vacuum perige., must be small when compat'ed with the radius of 
the earth becausE. the actual perigee altitude is small when compared with an 
earth radius and, furthermore, AMOOS has limited maneuverability so that 
possible fluctuations are considerably less than the 400,000 1't (120 km) depth 
of the sensible atmosphere. The practical result of this is that it is sufficient 
for AMOOS to leave the atmosphere with a given velocity. This velocity is 
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el()~" to low carth orbital veloclty. Durlllg atmospheric flight it is alway..: 
greater, of course, than the local in-vacuum orbital velocity. For gaining 
insight into AMOOS guidance it is convenient to consider that a fixed velocity 
reduction must be achieved. This reduction is, of course, a function of the 
entry velocity and desired apogee altitude. On the other hand, ground re-
covery aeromaneuvers require the relative velocity be reduced to or below 
terminal, with the use of parachutes or lifting flight if necessary. This con-
dition may readily be achieved so that guidance emphasis is on other param-
eters such as air loads, thermal environment and recovery point. The 
guidance and design of such recoverable vehicles reflects thc use of these 
parameters, e.g., heating rate limitations on the trajectory. The differences 
in time at which the recovery point is reached is of little importance. AMOOS, 
on the other hand, has just the opposite conditions and requirements, in par-
ticular, velocity loss and time of arrival are important to ensure proper phasing 
with the Shuttle Orbiter requirements. The air loads and thermal environment 
entailed must be accepted. This does not mean that a technique minimizing 
them may not be chosen but that during an actual flight these variables are 
essentially uncontrolled or only indirectly controlled, e.g .. by limiting vehcity 
excursions from nominal. However, maintaining vehicle integrity is of prime 
importance so that air loads and thermal environment become non-violable 
boundaries. However, they are chosen and the vehicle designed so that achiev-
ing these boundaries does, in fact, signify a failure or condition far from nominal. 
e.g., the design dynamic pressure is 100 Ib/ft 2 (5000 N/m2); the ultimate without 
safety factor, is 150 Ib/ft 2 (7500 N/m 2) and the nominal maximum is 751h/it 2 
(3600N/m 2). Thc standard dcviation,o-q' is 21b/ft2 (90N/m2) so that the safety 
margin extends some 120- or more above the nominal. The likelihood of Violating q 
this boundary is therefore very small, usually a 30- margin is considered sufficient. 
Synergetic maneuvering guidance minimizes the velocity to be added 
while achieving an accurate value of some other parameter whtch, in all appli-
cations to date J is plane change with or without a change in mission altitude. 
As a comparison, the AMOOS desired energy loss is a large fraction of the 
total energy and when off-nominal conditions are met, the guidance law would 
minimize energy deviations about this large desired loss. In the case of 
~:~ 
These V{)llversions are rounded to yield convenient numbers. 
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synergetic plane change the desired energy loss is zero but the best that can 
be achieved ia the loss of a large fraction of .the total energy. Off-nominal 
conditions will, in general, cause a further loss of energy since such conditions 
are deviations from the optimum. As in the case of surface recovery guidance, 
air loads and thermal environment represent barriers that must be flown closely 
for efficiency and may be somewh3t arbitrarily chosen. 
Another significant difference is that AMOOS is at all times during atmos-
pberic flight above the local circular orbital velocity. This is not so for syn-
ergetic plane change where the velocity is sub-orbital. The tasks are therefore 
reversed in that AMOOS must be retained within the atmosphere for a suffi-
cient pedod of time to make the .necessary energ y adjustment whereas for 
the synergetic plane change the vehicle must be held out of the more dense 
atmosphere to limit air loads and thermal environment. Furthermore, the 
investigations of synergetic plane change are more of the nature of targeting 
in which an optimum nominal trajectory is determined. In the synergetic 
maneuvering studies to date, off-nominal conditions are not considered. On 
the other hand, the AMOOS guidance includes the compensation of both nff-
nominal entry conditions and unpredictable atmospheric density variations. 
In the AMOOS guidance, lift is used for trajectory control. Two basically 
different ways of lift vector modulation were studied to evaluate the guidance 
schemes. The selected way was to modulate bank angle about 90 deg in order 
to produce a vertical component of lift. Using a nominal bank angle of 90 deg 
with an angle of attack of about 35 deg gives AMOOS a small plane change capa-
bility which is decreased by the use of lift for trajectory control. Fortunately, 
the changes in plane change capability proved very small, thus allowing bank 
angle modulation to be used. The other method considered was to modulate 
lift using angle of attack. The vehicle would be flown at a bank angle of 180 
deg, Le., upside down. This method has the advantage that drag increases 
with increasing angle of attack and so has an additive effect on control effec-
tiveness. Unfortunately, the propulsion module alone had insufficient variation 
of lift coefficient with angle of attack to make this meth,.,d usable. It was. there-
f01:'e, dropped, since the bank angle modulation technique worked so well. 
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The objective of the AMOOS type guidance is to achieve an acceptable 
phasing orbit. The nominal phasing orbit has a 10 min period difference from 
the Shuttle Orbiter. It was considered that 8 to 12 min period difference was 
acceptable. These times were then translated into apogee altitudes to yield 
variations of ±54 n.mi. (±100 km) about the nominal of 388 n.mi. (720 Ian). This 
reduction of the guidance objective to an allowable variation in target apogee 
is shown in Fig. 32. 
Fig. 32 - Diagramatic Representation of the Guidance Objective 
for the AMOOS Type Aeromaneuver 
The AMRS surface recovery guidance requirements are comparable to 
Apollo and Space Shuttle Orbiter requirements. Guidance techniques based 
on existing schemes could be developed, However, AMRS may be used in 
l'ither mode, namdy surface recovery or Orbiter rendezvous, therefore, the 
AMOOS type guidance, i.e., linear regulator is desirable for surface recovery 
since it will minimize the onboard changes to the guidance scheme. The main 
objective of the AMRS guidance is to ensure the integrity of the vehicle during 
atmospheric flight without incurring excessive landing position errors. 
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Z.2.1.1 L~near Regulator Approach 
In the linear regulator approach a trajectory control and an index of per-
formance must be chosen. Optimum control techniques are then employed to 
obtain the control function which minimizes the index of performance. Both 
angle of attack, ex, and bank angle, j3, were considered as the trajectory control 
parameters. The angle of attack method resulted in insufficient vehicle con-
trollability and was therefore not further pursued. The bank angle method 
employs variations of j3 from its nominal 90 deg position to produce a positive 
or negative lift component. This method was used with this guidance approach. 
The index of performance was chosen to minimize the error in phasing orbit 
apogee. Specifically, it consists of the square of the apogee error plus the 
integral of the square of the control variable over the flight time. The integral 
portion of the index of performance is considered a. measure of the consumables 
used in controlling the trajectory. The minimization of the index of performance 
based on the linearized equations of motion along a nominal trajectory results in 
a linear time-varying guidance law. The guidance law is expressed in terms 
of the deviations of the parameters velocity, flight path angle and density alti-
tude from their nominal trajectory values. Implementation of the guidance law 
therefore requires a set of time-varying g<:.in factors and a nominal trajectory. 
The details of the formulation are given in Appendix D and the results 
are gi"en in Section Z.Z.Z.1. 
2.2.1.2 Classical Linear Systems Approach 
In this .nethod, the tra.jectory control parameter is written as a linear 
function of the deviations of selected trajectory parameters from nominal. 
Only bank angle was used as a trajectory control parameter since '>.ngle of 
attack had failed to yield sufficient lift modulation for the linear regulator 
approach applied to the propulsion unit alone case. In this classical linear 
systems approach, the trajectory control parameter, namely the bank angle, 
was chosen to be a function of the error in velocity and acceleration. Later 
the time differential of acceleration, jerk, had to be included to improve the 
scheme. The gains were obtained by trial and error using a small number 
of randomly generated entry conditions and atmospheric densities. 
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2.2.1.3 Test Cases 
In order to evaluate the schemes, 65 test cases were generated. Each 
case was commenced at geosynchronous altitude with a randomly generated 
velocity designed to yield a +30" entry corridor of 3.89 n.mi. (7.2 km). The 
atmospheric density was varied in a random manner about the 1962 U. S. 
Standard Atmosphere as mean. The correlation in time and space was also 
incorporated. The randomness and correlation were obtained from Ref. 5. 
The reasoning behind this choice is as follows. Provided the atmospheric 
density is predictable as a function of altitude, then a nominal trajectory can 
be computed. This predictable density along the trajectory has negligible 
effect upon the guidance because it is predictable and can, therefore, be negated 
by targeting. Any nominal atmosphere that yields a reasonable solution to the 
targeting can be used as a base for evaluating a guidance scheme. The guidance 
scheme is to correct the effects of unpredictable variations. Therefore, the 
best estimate of possible conditions must be made and for this reason the 4D 
world atmosphere (Ref. 5) is used. The 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere is used 
for the nominal since it is both realistic and readily available as a subroutine 
in a manner suited for use in trajectory programs. 
Also incorporated in the test cases is the effect that navigation and 
targeting errors have on the trajectory. These errors manifest themselves 
as position in an entry corridor. To simulate these errors, the velocity at 
g eos ynchronous altitude was varied randomly. 
Tests of the variables generated randomly showed that the error of the 
mean and standard deviation were small for the sample used. 
As an evaluation criterion, the precision with which the guidanc e schemes 
ac'lieve target apogee was used. The nominal phasing orbit has a period of 
approximately 10 min longer than that of the Shuttle Orbiter. Based on this, 
a phasing orbit with a period difference of from 8 to 12 min would be adequate. 
This in turn gave an apogee variation of ±54 n.mi. (±lOO km) as being accept-
able. This guidance objective is diagrammed in Fig. 32, page 63. 
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2.2.2 Computer Coding, Checkout and Demonstration 
The guidance techniques were ~ "dcd and incorporated in a thrce-
dimensional point mass computer program. This modified program was 
then used to evaluate the guidance schemes. The modified computer 
program is described in Ref. 11. 
2.2.2.1 Results of Test Cases 
The linear regulator guidance was more precise than the classical 
linear approach. Although the latter system always achieved an apogee 
above t ,e sensible atmosphere, the achieved apogees were occasionally too 
low or too high. An apogee was considered not acceptable if below 170 n.mi. 
(315 km) since more than one burn was required to achieve a 170 x 388 n.mi. 
(315 x 720 km) phasing orbit. Also some apogee altitudes for the classical 
linear systems were above 442 n.mi. (820 km) again requiring two burns to 
achieve acceptable phasing, and so were considered unacceptable. 
The linear regulator guidance scheme was first inspected for bias and 
range of application. This was achieved by systematically changing param-
eters instead of random variation. Both target vacuum perigee and atmospheric 
density were changed systematically. The effects on apogee altitude and on 
maximum dynamic pressure were inspected for bias and to determine range 
of applicability. The effects of the maximum permissible change in bank angle, 
.. All ' and the absolute ".".lue of angular acceleration of the bank angle, II, 
max 
were also investigated. 
The effect of target perigee on apogee altitude is given in Fig. 33. The 
guidance scheme appears to be able to compensate with negligible errol' for 
target perigees from approximately 2 n.mi. (4 ktnl below nominal to 1.5 n.tni. 
(3 km) above nominal. From these points the apogee altitude deviates noticeably 
from the nominal with a definite biab toward the low side. Only the 3 n.mi. (6 km) 
high target perigee gives a definitely unacceptable apogee altitude. At the 2.5 
n.mi (5 km) high target perigee, an unexpected value of apogee altitude is ob-
tained if the smooth curve through the remaining points is constructed. This 
phenomenon appears to be associated with a combination of guid,mce cycle time 
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Fig.33 - Effects of Systematic Error3 in Target Perigee on Apogee 
and the fact that the maximum value of the control variable, L>f3 , is achieved 
max 
during a conside!'able length of time due to the large errors in perigee. This, 
in turn, introduces a nonlinearity not accounted for in the derivation of the linear 
guidance law. The region of applicability of the guidance scheme appears to 
be from 2.5 n.mi. (5 km) high to at least 3 n.mi. (6 kml low which includes the 
dedian range of ±1.8 n.mi. (+3.5 km) about the target perigee. Changes in the 
gains of the guidance law could be used to extend the range of applicability. 
The maximum dynam'c pressure, q encountered has a marked bias, 
max 
Fig. 34, with low perigees giving in general low ~ax and high perigees giving 
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Fig.34 - Effects of Systematic Errors in Tarbet Perigee on Maximum 
Dynamic Pressure 
high qmax' This is opposite to the unguided ballistic flight and so may be 
attributed to the guidance scheme. All values of a obtained are well 2 2 1nax 
below the design value of 100 lb/ft (5000 N/m ). 
The effects of Ll.~ • ~. and guidance cycle time, Ll.T, arc now con-
max 
sidered. The range of Ll.~ is from 15 deg to 60 deg and ~. is from 0.5 
2 2 ,max .. 
deg/sec to 2 deg/sec . Each value of {3 is plotted separately. Figure 35 
shows that for non-zero values of AT. the apogee is biased toward the high 
side. There is no obvious bias or trend with A~ over the range investi-
.. 0 2 max 
gated. Increasing ~ to 1 /sec • Fig. 36~ changes the scattel' but produces no 
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pattern. Similarly, increasing .~ to 2 deg/ sec2 (Fig. 37) again changes the scatter 
without producing a well defined pattern. From Figs. 35 through 37 a reason-
able control appears to be ~ = 1 deg/ sec, A/3 = 30 deg with 4 < AT < 10 
max 
sec. Quite arbitrarily, AT = 10 sec was chosen as the guidance cycle time 
from this range. However, a 4 sec cycle time would be expected to improve 
the guidance accuracy and precision as compared to 10 sec. 
The maximum dynamic pressure is biased below tIle norinal of 75 lb/ft2 
(3600 N/m 21. approximately, for all A/3 , ~. and AT in the ranges previously 
max 
defined. The values of q for ~ = 0.5 deg/sec2 are given in Fig. 38. The 
max 
scatter in qmax is about 1 lb/ft2 (50 N/m2). A possible trend in the data can 
be seen with the minimum values of q occurring in the region of 12 < AT 
max -
< 16 sec, approximately. Also A/3 = 30 deg yields slightly lower q 
- max max 
than Aj3 = 15 deg or Aj3 = 60 deg. The reaSOnS for this latter variation 
max max .. 2 
have not been investigated. When f3 is increased to I deg/sec (Fig. 39) trends 
are not so apparent and if there, are altered. In this case, A/3 = 60 deg 
max 
gives the lowest values of q . This is interesting since this value of A/3 
max.. .. max 
gives the same ratio of Ai3 /13 as /3 = 0.5 deg/sec case and ll.f3 = 30 deg. 
.. max 2 . max 
When i3 is increased to 2 deg/sec , Fig.40, the results yield an increased appear-
ance of scatter about a decreasing mean as AT increases. However, no results 
were obtained for AT greater then 16 sec. In all cases the values of AT are 
chosen on consideration of the time taken to change i3 by AI) , from rest 
max 
to rest. 
Similar tests for the classical linear systems approach were not run 
because the results obtained for the 65 random test cases showed the linear 
regulator approach to be the only acceptable. 
The histograms of the 65 random cases have already beLn displayed in 
Fig.31. Visually, the superior precision of the linear regulator guidance 
over the classical linear approach is obvious. This precision is also pre-
sented in Table 8. The important parameters for the evaluation of the guid-
anCe r.;;:hemes are shown in Table 8. Also included are the statistics of the 
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Table 8 
STATISTICS OF llNEAR REGULATOR AND CLASSICAL llNEAR APPROACH 
(Sample Size = 65; AMOOS Type Maneuver) 
Variable Linear Regulator Classical Linear Systems 
-
x S x 
Apogee Alt., n.mi. (km) 399.9 (720.3) 6.05 (11.2) 359.7 (666.2) 
Inclination, deg 28.62 0.06 28.61 
Longitude, deg 240.40 1.41 239.67 
Time of Exit, sec 19186.55 11.12 19199.68 
2 2 q, 1b/ft (N/m) 75.45 (3612.6) 1.87 (89.55) 76.73 (3663.62) 
2 2 Q, Btu/ft (J/cm) 17100 (19,400) 115 (130) 17270 (19,600) 
VI, rt/ sec (m/ sec) 5190.45 (1582.05) 0.46 (0.14) 5190.45 (1582.05) 
Target Perigee, n.mi. (km) 38.16 (70.67) 0.68 (1.26) 38.16 (70.67) 
Table 9 
STATISTICS OF LINEAR PEGULATOR APPROACH 
(Sample Size = 59; AMRS Type Maneuver (Ground Recover,;» 
Variable 
2 2 
qmax' 1b/ft (N/m) 
Longitude, deg 
Latitude, deg 
Perigee Altitude, n.mi (km) 
VI, ft/sec (m/sec) 
Linear Regulator 
x 
103.37 
-245.81 
13.23 
36.88 (68. 3) 
5189.67 
S 
3.25 
0.12 
1.56 
0.686 (1.27) 
0.459 (0.14) 
S 
22.4 (226.7) 
0.19 
2.90 
49.58 
7.40 (354.49) 
969 (1100) 
0.46 (0.14) 
0.68 (1.26) 
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input variables. These show that the standard deviations of the sample were 
slightly larger than those of the desired total population. The statistics of 
the atmosphere were not checked. 
The main parameter for evaluation is the apogee altitude and, in par-
ticular, its standard deviation. In this, the linear regulator is far superior 
to the classical linear. With a standard deviation of 6.05 n.mi. (11.2 km!. 
the allowable variation of 54 n.mi (100 km) represents almost +90' limits. 
Usually ±30' is considered sufficient. F or phasing with the Shuttle Orbiter 
the longitude and inclination are important. In the case of both guidance 
schemes, the 10 accuracies for the 170 n.mi. x 388 n.mi. (315 km x 720 km) 
phasing orbit are of the same order as the accuracies required for the 170 
n.mi. (315 km) circular rendezvous orbit given in Ref. 8. This means that 
AMOOS requires less than one revolution in phasing orbit to rendezvous with 
the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The heat load and dynamic pressure are important 
in vehicle design. Again the linear regulator gave less scatter than the classical 
linear systems approach. The 10' value of less than 1% represents a 30 variation 
well within the accuracy of current prediction and design methods. 
The linear regulator approach was also applied to the AMRS surface re-
covery guidance. In this case, 59 test cases were run. The results are given 
in Table 9 . 
2,2.2.2 Recommendations and Discussion 
The linear regulator approach is recommended for the AMOOS and 
AMRS guidance. The implementation does not tax current onboard com-
puters sinc". based on the Univac 1108 simulation, approximately 2000 words 
of storage are required for both the code, the nominal traj"ctory and the 
gains. Furthermore a guidance cycl" time as long as 10 sec can be us"d, 
which would require a computer cycle time well within current capabilities. 
Approximately 600 il'structions must be executed per guidance cycle which, 
with Shuttle technology computers, would allow guidance cycle timl's of much 
less than one second. At this time no recommendation is made as to guid-
ance cycle time nor the number of points required for the nominal trajectory. 
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The evaluation of the guidance schemes was based on the schemes being 
able to correct for navigation errors generated prior to atmospheric entry and 
unpredictable atmospheric density variations. The navigation errors were 
assumed unknown but distributed with a standard deviation of approximately 
0.65 n.mi. (1.2 km). Choosing this standard deviation effectively simulates 
the desired entry corridor of ±1.89 n. mi. (±3.5 km). However, the "real 
world" situation is less exacting since, at atmospheric entry, the navigation 
system will give the position within the corridor to the accuracy of the navi-
gation system, which is considerably less than the corridor width. In practice, 
this knowledge would be used to orient the vehicle immediately prior to entry 
and so reduce the stress on the guidance. On the other hand, the navigation 
errors generated and accumulated during the atmospheric flight were not to 
be included in the simulation. As discussed earlier in Section 2.2, speed at 
atmospheric exit is most important in determining apog ee altitude. However, 
the error in this parameter is expected to be small since the accelerometers 
are very accurate and precise instruments for the low-g loads experienced. 
A realistic estimate of the hardware induced velocity err'll' is 6.6 ft/sec 
(2 m/sec) which, in turn, generates an error of approximately 3.5 n.mi. 
(6.6 km) in apogee altitude. On combining this error with the scatter due 
to the guidance scheme, a standard deviation of approximately 7 n.mi. (13 kml 
is obtained for the variation in apogee altitude. It should be noted that a 
16.5 ft/sec (5 m/sec) hardware induced error in vel(lCity will raise the 
standard deviation of apogee altitude 11 n.rni. (20 km). These values 
are well below the allowable variations of +54 n.mt. (±100 km). In can· 
clusion, the linear regulator appears wtlll able to guide the vehicles in the 
Shuttle Orbiter rendezvous (Le., AMOOS) mode to the required precisinn. 
The surface recovery guidance mode is expected to be less sensitivlO 
to such small errors in velocity induced by the navigation hardware during 
atmospheric flight since the vehicle approaches terminal velncity just prior 
to parachute deployment. Again, the linear regulator approach limits the 
variation in flight parameters to acceptable levels (Table 9, page 71). 
The vdocity lost approach proved intractable to further development. 
Two areas of extension were considered. The first method was to recycl .. 
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the guidance periodically. This proved impractical because of the basic 
concept of this guidance which restricts it to a single cycle unless consider-
able modification is allowed. The basic idea behind the velocity lost guidance 
is as follows. At some time, T I' after atmospheric entry, the velocity has 
decreased by £!.vT and the flight path angle, 'Y, is equatl to ~YT' Now, it is 
supposed that the flight from time T l , say, when 'Y = +'YT to atmospheric 
exit produces a velocity change kv£!.vT , The next step is to make approxi-
mations about the flight from T to T I' where, as yet, T I is undetermined. 
Between times t = T and t = T I the vehicle is banked from f3 = 90 deg to 
f:l = 60 deg and back to 90 deg to yield an upward component of lift sufficient 
to turn 'Y through an angle 2'1' T' The time of the maneuver is computed 
assuming a constant angular acceleration f3. The velocity lost during the 
maneuver, £!.vM ' is computed assuming a constant value for V, The total 
velocity lost, if the maneuver were initialized at time T, is therefore 
When Av is equal to the required velocity loss, the maneuver is initiali "ed. 
The constant k is obtained empirically either from trajectory an~ lysi.' or 
v 
by trial and error until acceptable results are obtained. Basic to the tech-
nique, therefore, is the maneuver to change the flight path angle from -'Y T 
to +'1' T starting at some time T. Obviously, this maneuver can only be 
performed once in a flight. This causes the inherent intractability of the 
method to further develop=ent, 
The second approach was to develop a better analytical predicti(ln of 
the expected velocity loss for the remainder of the flight. The general 
intractability of the flight to analytical solution prevented a sufficiently 
accurate solution beir;g obtained. Even if such a solution can be obtained 
then it is doubtful tha. ~ne velocity lost type guidance will be able to com-
pensate for random atmospheric density variations with sufficient accuracy 
for use as the primary system. 
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The more detailed analyses of AMOaS and of AMRS have further estab-
lished the feasibility of the one-pass. ablative TPS AMOOS concept. and. con-
currently. established the feasibility of the compa.rable AMRS concept. 
Specific conclusions from the multi-disciplined study of the AMOOS 
and AM!{S coruigurations are: 
• The modular AMOOS vehicle is practical and is within the 
state-of-the art technology using magnesium (HM 21A-T8) 
or beryllium-aluminum (Be-38 Al) material for the primary 
shell structure. 
• Performance analysis has shown that AMOOS has payload 
capabilities to high energy orbits well in excess of the 
Baseline Space Tug. 
• Weights analysis and a design study of the manned module 
shows that AMOOS can carry a four-man, 3D-dal' module 
to geosynchronous orbit and return. 
• The aerobraking concept is feaSible for both AMRS and the 
modular AMOaS over a wide range of mission altitudes. 
These missions include lunar orbit as well as earth orbit 
up to geosynchronous. 
• The Martin Marietta SLA 561 ablative material yielded a 
more practical TPS than other ablative. reradiative or 
insulative materials. 
• The model flight test studies show that unmanned check 
out could be performed using four nights over approximately 
a two year period. These tests would be expected to elimi-
nate four full scale flight tests. Each flight would share a 
Shuttle launch. Useful data could be obtained from a two-
flight test. 
• The linear regulator approach to atmospheric guidance 
proved superior to the classical linear systems approach. 
The velocity lost approach proved intractable to further 
development. 
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• Bank angle modulation proved to be an adequate means of 
lift vector modulation for trajectory control. An~le-of­
attack modulation proved inadequate due to the low value of 
the lift curve slope in the desired angle-oC-attack range. 
• AMRS on-station weight is moderately sensitive to lsp in 
the 260 to 350 sec range. Increasing the lsp of spactl 
storable propellants to the 350 sec level or above will yield 
significant weight savings over the currently available 260 
to 290 sec propellants. 
• The aeromilneuvering plane change capability of th<' AMOOS 
configuration is little changed by the concurrent use of lift 
for trajectory control. For the AMRS-type aeromaneuver, 
the recovery point is little changed by the dual use of lift. 
• The aeroma.neuver appears to create no phasing problem 
with the Shuttle Orbiter with either the linear regulator or 
the classical linear systems. 
• The linear regulator guidance reduces excursions of the 
dynamic pressure and heat loads to negligible amounts 
from the means . 
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The resu.lts of this >ltudy have shown that the current configuration can 
be exp~ct~d to r\eld practical AMOaS and AMRS vehicles. There is no doubt 
th"t AMOOf;ancl AMRS vehicles as st\ldied herein could be developed into op-
e.~~tion:a1 vehicle .. , However, these studies have identified further areas which 
re1.tlirc additional investigation to continue the advancement of AMOOS and 
A.·j/aS 1<S parts of a future o."ital transport s'fstem. 
All of the current technology studies with an application to the Baseline 
::;r.;"ce Tug have a corresponding application to AMOOS and possibly to AMRS. 
The recommendations herein are for studies applicable to a wide band of 
orbit to oebit vehicles, including AMOOS and AMRS. 
tJl Navigational Accuracy Studies 
The objectives of this task are; 
a. Determine the effects of navigational accuracy on AMOOS/ 
AMrtS targeting and gUldaJ1ce. Both atmospheric and exo-
:>tmospileric na"ig.a1:ion should be considered. 
b. Delerrnul-' •. he m."igational accuracy required for AMaaS/ 
AMRS to perform the atmospheric night. 
c. Determine the extent to which on-going SR&T :;tudies for 
the Baseline Space Tug are applicable and define hard-
ware development requirements for AMaaS/AMRS. 
d. Determine the navigation accuracy required for AMaaS 
and AMRS as a function of entry corridor depth. 
e. Evaluate existing hardware against requirements for 
various levels of autonomy. 
f. Define requirad or desirable technology and compare 
to that required for the Baseline Space Tug. 
g. Establish a practical set of navigational accuracies. entry 
corridor widths, navigation hardware and required or de-
sirable technology. 
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'I'll" AMOOS/AMRS guidance computer program will be used to evaluate 
til<! dfe(!ls of guidance errors. Guidance errors of arbitrary magnitude will 
be introduced systematically throughout the flight. The eHect of these errors 
on phasing with the Shuttle Orbiter will be determined and evaluated against 
acceptable phasing orbit ':ariations to yield acceptable navigational errors. 
These errors will then be compared to the accuracy and precision of baseline 
Space Tug and existing navigation equipment (including the eHects of multiple 
measurements and filtering) to determine navigational hardware technology 
requirements. 
The accuracy with which position and velocity must be known as a 
function of position on the return transfer trajectory in order to hit an entry 
co;:oridor width will be determined. The accuracy of current hardware and 
hardware under development will be established as functions of quantity of 
data available and data filtering technique. The accuracy of the required 
mid-course correction will be incorporated into the navigational accuracy 
estimate. The required accuracy will be compared with the attainable ac-
curacy and a baseline navigation&l system selected for each level of autonomy 
under consideration. These baseline navigational systems will then be com 
pared with the Baseline Space Tug. On-going SRhT directed toward the Base-
line Space Tug will be identified. Other desirable or required technology will 
also be identified. 
The output of this study will be a baseline guidance ~ystem for each 
level of autonomy. The desired or required technology \>ill be given iOl· 
each level and evaluated against existing technology and that under develop-
ment. 
• Guidance Development 
The objectives of this task are: 
a. Incorporate navigational knowledg'~ at atmosph(~ric 
entry into the guidance scheme. 
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b, Modify the s~ate model to incorporate variables 
resulting in the minimization of propellant and 
control usage, 
c, Incorporate the position and velocity at atmospheric 
exit in the performance index so that phase e1'1'ors 
with the Space Shuttle orbiter are minimized, 
Navigational measurements made between the mid-course correction 
and atmospheric entry may be ue.ed to determine the position within the 
corridor depth, This information may be used to give initial values of ve-
hicle attitude and hence a new nominal t1.'ajectory closer to the actu<),i than 
the center of the entry corridor nominal trajectOl'Y, In thi'~ way the demands 
of the guidance system on the control subsystem m-l.Y be reduced, 
Currently, the perfol.'lnance index uses, with the final state, tbe tra-
jectory control variable, This la.tter is a lneailure of the cont1.'ol actuato1.' 
and ReS usage tmd se. tends to rp,duce propellG.nt usap;", Th" index may be 
improved Ilpon by incorpo1.'ating the control variable rate and ac.:eleration, 
Incorporating these te~ms ill the performance index will yield a better esti-
mate nf the RCS propellant and aerodynamic cont1.'ol usag". 
One impDrtant variable that m3.y be changed by th,- unp1'edictable varia-
tions in the atmosphel'ic flight is the xelctive fltate between the AMOOS 01' 
AMRS and the Space Shuttle orbiter, Variations in this relative state will 
affect the phasing prior to rendezvouR" Incorporating the appropriate 
expression in the performance index will minimize tiw variations in phasing 
Urne and cOllcurrenHy give appropriate weight to nth,·,,. performance index 
parameter s, 
• Manual Gcidance Techniq'.l<· 
The objective of this task is: 
Provide a iail-saf" mode for AMOaS and AMRS in lease 
of a massive failure of guidance system hardwal'c, 
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The velocity lost approach to the guidance offers the opportunity to 
dev<!iop a manual backup guidance with minimal hardware. Since the times 
involved with the velocity loet approach are several seconds to approximately 
thirty seconds, manual guidance is feasible provided speed and flight path 
angle are available. The studies would develop a manual guidance technique 
based on these parameters and search for techniques requiring even fewer 
state variables. 
• Hybrid Engine Vehicle 
Objectives: 
a. Determine the performance chara,tf.'ristics of a hybrid 
engine vehicle for it to be competitive with the cryo-
genic vehicle on a manned geosynchronous miasion. 
b. Determine the pel'lormance of speCific, possible hybdd 
engine vehicle al~,d staged vehicles and honco ovaluate 
the capah:.lity of each to perform a manned geo-
synchronous mission. 
Cryogenics may be stored in space provided sufficient insulation and 
shielding from solar radiation is used. The storability of cryogenics has 
been establishe-i quantitatively under Contract NASB-29677. The advantages 
and penalties of using a non-cryogenic fuel with the hybrid engine will be es-
tablished so that the trades between the two methods may be made. 
• Load Bearing Tanks 
Objectives: 
a. Reduce or elhninate the prima ry structure>. 
b. Determine the TPS required for such tanks. 
c. Establish weights trade between load and non-
10,,0 bearing tanks. 
The possibility of bonding insulation and TPS directly to the propellant 
tanks will be investigated. Both cryogenic and high density propellants will 
be "Lnsidered. The latter is expected to give a relatively short vehicle. thus 
allowing long payloads. 
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Several tank materials will be considered together with appropriate pro-
pellants, insulation and TPS. The design tasks will include a stress analysis 
of the tanks including the effects of very cold propellants, analysis of TPS and 
insulation requirements, analysis of heat soak over relatively long times and 
propellant boil-off. 
• Increased Depth of Design Work of AMOaS and AMRS 
The objectives of this task are: 
a. Reduce structural weight by optin>izing structure. 
b. Establish trades among candidate structures. 
c. Consider alternate vehicle geometry and perform the 
preliminary design and weights calculation for each 
alternate considered. 
d. Perform preliminary design of the hybrid engine vehicle. 
e. Determine the weight reduction for AMOOS used as purely 
propulsive or expendable vehiCle (kit concept). 
Under this task the structural design of candidate AMOOS and AMRS 
vehicles will be continued. 
• Abort Analysis 
The objectives of this task are: 
a. Develop basic operations and perfornlance requirements 
following a failure in AMaaS or AMRS after separating 
from the Space Shuttle. 
b. Demonstrate the basic advantages of an aeromaneuvering 
manned vehicle over a purely propulsive vehicle . 
This study consists of listing potential failure modes, analyzing these 
modes to determine should the mission be aborted and establishing the per-
formance requirements for a safe recovery. The aeromaneuvering concept 
is expected to show considerable advantages in safety over the BaEdine 
Spilce Tug (manned application) because it can tolerate a main engine failure 
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during certain part~ of the mission, e.g., during burn to transfer orbit. The 
APS or RCS may be used at apogee to target to atmospheric entry and hence 
a safe recovery of the crew • 
• Multiple Staged Vehicle Operation 
Objectives: 
a. Determine optimum stage configuration for particular 
missions. 
b. Establish mission events and tim.eline for m.ultiple 
staged vehicles. 
Multiple staged vehicles will, in general, require m.ultiple Shuttle 
launches for delivery to low earth orbit. The potential breadth of the multi-
staged aerom.aneuvering tug's spectrum. results in m.any possible combina-
tions of Space Shuttle payloads to place it in low orbit. These payload 
possibilities and the resulting events and timelines will yield an optimum 
configuration for each AMaaS stage. 
• Flight Test Plan 
Objectives: 
a. Preliminary design of flight test m.odel. 
b. Determination of trajectories to sim.ulate the full scale 
vehicle param.eters during atm.ospheric flight. 
c. Determine m.ethod of stowing in Space Shuttle orbiter 
cargo bay and m.ethod of deployment. 
In general, the basic AMaaS and AMRS design may be proved using 
models rather than full-scale vehicles. This model testing would greatly 
reduce the number of full-scale vehicle tests required. The pertinent param.-
eters, such as heating rate, heat load response to controls, etc., may be 
m.odeled provided the appropriate trajectory is flown. This trajectory will 
not, in general, be an actual mission trajectory; a lower energy trajectory 
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may l", frequently flown but the parameters modeled cor !'cctly by deeper or 
shallower penetration of the atmosphere than for the full-Bcale vehicle. The 
values of the parameters to be modeled will be obtained from the results of 
on-going tasks. Trajectories will then be generated to simulate the conditions 
described by these parameters. Alternate methods of inserting the test vehicles 
into these trajectories will be considered. These methods will range from mini-
mum f!,.v to minimum time. The modeling studies will also consider optimum 
model size compatible with the parameter modeling and stowage in the cargo 
bay as well as the equipment to be carried on board. Preliminary design of 
the vehicle will be performed which will include basic structure, TPS, RCS, 
navigation, guidance and control hardware and software requirements, etc. 
• Alternate Configuration Performance 
Objectives: 
a. Determine the performance of high lift/drag ratio vehicles. 
b. Determine cross-range capability. 
c. Determine the increased performance of the uncoupled 
recovery system over the horizontal landing system. 
Vehicles dedicated to manned flight may be designed to allow sufficient 
aerodynamic shaping to yield L/Dl s of about 2 in the hypersonic range. With 
such a high L/D, considerable crossrange and plane change may be obtained. 
Such vehicles may be ground recovered as an alternative to Space Shuttle 
orbiter recovery. Previous studies ha' e shown that uncoupled recovery 
yields a lighter weight vehicle. The increase in cross-range capability of 
such an AMRS vehicle will be determined so that it may be evaluated against 
the increased weight due to the vehicle shape and recovery system. 
• High Lift AMaaS 
Objective: 
Determine the implications of using a heavy lift or growth 
Space Shuttle for the delivery of an aeromaneuvering vehicle. 
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By suitable design of the TPS and the addition of a ground recovery 
system, the AMaaS vehicle may be recovered without th" use of the Space 
Shuttle orbiter. Recall that AMRS is to have this capability also. Because 
of this recovery capability, AMaaS and AMRS may be placed in low earth 
orbit by the high lift shuttle. Candidate heavy lift Space Shuttle concepts 
provide payload capability to low ea.rth orbit on the range of 160,000 Ib to 
180,000 lb. With such a capability, a two stage AMaaS with payload may be 
delivered in one launch. It also opens up a whole new class of vehiCles, 
vehicle combinations and missions. In particular the geosynchronous sortie 
mission options are greatly increased and less restrained. This task would 
be to investigate fully the vehicle geometry options (no longer must it fit in 
a 60 ft long by 15 ft diameter cylinder) and mission spectrum compatible with 
the growth or heavy lift shuttle booster concepts. 
• Space Station, Space Base, Lunar ant. Planetary 
abjecti ves; 
a.. Determine the possible roles of AMaaS and AMRS in the 
more distant future of space flight. 
b. Determine vehicle changes and development that would 
enhance their capability to participate. 
Spa<;e flight from the mid-1980's and beyond would be baseline for 
these studies. These probable missions would be analyzed for performing 
requ.rements. How these requirements could be met and the impact they 
would have on current design will be analyzed. 
• Aerodyn~'Uic Heating and Tunnel Tests 
The objectives of this task are: 
a. Determine heating rates on the AMaaS configu:ration 
over the operational angle of attack range. 
b. Evaluate the predictive methods used to determine the 
aerodynamic heating. 
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An existing Stycast model will be used for these tests. The heating 
rate will be determined using temperature sensitive (Tempilaq) paint. Side 
and bottom view movies of the model at speeds of 16 frames/sec will be 
taken. Shadowgraphs will be taken at 10 deg angle-of-attack increments for 
every run. 
• Baseline Space Tug Technology 
A guideline for the AMOOS feasibility studies and later for the AMOOS 
and AMRS applications studies was that Baseline Space Tug systems should 
be used. Following this guideline the following Baseline Space Tug technology 
under development was used in the weight analysis of the AMOOS and AMRS 
vehicles: 
• Engine Development 
• Navigation, Guidance and Control 
• Rendezvous and Docking 
• Reusability and Refurbishment 
• Thin Wall Tanks 
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Appendix A 
A consumables analysis was performed for both AMOOS and AMRS 
for equatorial geosynchronous and lunar orbital missions. The analysis 
for AMOOS was extended to include equatorial circular orbits of 5000 
(9265),10,000 (18,530) and 15,000 n.mi. (27,795 km) altitudes. The above 
AMOOS analysis was performed for one, one-and-one-half and two stage 
vehicles placed in a low earth orbit of 160 n.mi. by one, two or three 65,000 
Ib (29,484 kg) payload Space Shuttle launches. The analysis was extended 
to the uprated Shuttle for the geosynchronous cases only. The AMRS analysis 
included a specific impulse, r ,sensitivity analysis over the range of 260 
sp 
through 350 sec. 
To perform the consumables analysis the mission must be divided 
into events. The ever.ta, associated ~V's and other consumables usage are 
given in Tables 1 through 5 for AMOOS and in Tables 6 and 7 for AMRS. 
The propellant usage was computed for each event. The ine!ts and 
attitude control APS usage were subtracted from the starting m?.ss for each 
event before computing the propellant required for the propu.lsive ~v. The 
propellant usage was computed using 
(A. I) 
for each element of the ~v budget. Equation (A.I) had, in general, to be 
applied twice to each main engine ~v event because of the chilldown mode 
preceding each burn. This was accomplished by first computing the flow 
rate during chill-down using 
(A.2) 
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where T is the thrust and m is the flow rate. The mass of propellant, ~, 
required for chill-down is then 
(A.3) 
where t is the time taken for chill-down. The value of m f calculated from 
Eq. (A.3) is then used in Eq. (A.l) to compute the !:!>."'c imparted during chill-
down. If!:!>.v c is larger than or equal to the event !:!>.v, then the propellant 
usage is recomputed using Eq. (A.l) and tile chilldown I . If!:!>.v is less 
sp c 
than or equal to the event !:!>.v, then the propellant usage was computed using 
the main engine Isp as specified for the event and a velocity increment of 
!:!>.v-!:!>.v c after the propellant usage for chill down had been subtracted from 
mo· 
The delivered payload is ccmputed iteratively for a selected returned 
payload. If two payloads are delivered, only one is computed iteratively. 
The other must be input as an inert. The computed payload may be either 
the first or second delivered. 
Two stage or stage-and-one-half vehicles are analyzed by stage. The 
proportion of propellant in each stage may be chosen by the user and has 
been selected as one-half for the AMaaS analysis. In this way identical 
stages are used. The program iterates to obtain the specified ratio of 
propellant) oading. 
Results 
AMaas: The results of the analysis are summarized in the following 
carpet plots of payload delivered and main engine consumables. Payload 
retrieved and stage dry weight are, in general, the independent variables 
for the AMaaS analysis. 
AMRS: The computer code may also be used to compute the AMRS 
on orbit weight required to perform a mission with a given recovery (dry) 
A-2 
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weight and 1 by considering the conswnables required to be a negative 
payload deli::red. The results of the AMRS analysis .are also given as 
carpet plots but as on station weight and main engine conswnables. Re-
covered weight and I are the independent variables. Carpet plots are 
sp 
discussed in Section 2.1.1. 
The best estimate of the dry weight of a single stage AMOOS is 6700 
lb. If a two-stage vehicle is used, except for the single shuttle launch, then 
it is suggested that a stage dry weight of 7000 lb is used to allow for the in-
creased complexity of the interface with the payloads and between the pay-
loads. In the case of the stage-and-one-half vehicles, al(ain single shuttle 
launch excepted, a stage weight of 7000 Ib and a half-stage weight of 2000 lb 
is recommended. At this weight, the half sta/,;e would not be recovered. 
Currently, it is considered that only small weight Ilavings per stage could 
be accomplished in the eaae of the single Space Shuttle launch. A full-stage 
dry weight of 5000 lb is recommended for use with the two-stage AMOOS, 
single shuttle launch data. The reason for so small a change is that the 
savings per stage over the single stage vehicle is confined to the tanks, 
primary structure and TPS. In all, these components <.ccount for less 
than one half the total dry weight. The recommended weight of the corre-
sponding half stage is 1200 lb. The relatively large reduction is due to the 
half stage being primarily tanks and structure. 
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Table A-l 
AMOOS Av BUDGET AND EVENT PARAMETERS FOR SINGLE 
STAGE EQUATORIAL GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION 
Event 
No. 
Av 
(ft/sec) 
10. 
t St:.I-'Af<ATt.:. FROM SHU T T I.e: 
Isp 
(sec) 
230. 
2 ~JO. 
2L0A5T TO SAFE OISTANlE 
3 ~30. 
3PrlASt.:. IN SHUTTL.E 0~d1T 
4 4494. 455.5 
41NSERT INTO PHASiNG 0R~IT 
:; 230. 
5COAST IN PHASING U~t:llT 
t;, 3b7~. 455.5 
511"SEf<T I NTO TRANS!' E~ ORt:; I T 
7 230. 
7<"OA5T TO r~WCOURSi: 
!:! 50. 377. 
!:!I'II [)COURSE CURREC T 101, 
9 230. 
~CUAST TO MISSION ALTITuDE 
10 582!:!. 455." 
10lNSERT TO MISSiON PHASING ORUIT 
II ~30. 
IICUAST IN MISSION PHASING ORBIT 
12 2?8. 434.7 
12RENDi:ZVOU5 WITH SPACE sTATION 
13 '+0. ~30. 
130'-'CI< WITH SPACE S I AT! UI' 
14 230. 
14"N Ol<bl T STAY 
15 10. 2.30. 
15SLPARATE FROM SpA<"1: STATION 
15 230. 
15LOAST TO SAFE DISTANll: 
17 6040. 455.5 
1711"SERT INTO TRANSFEk Ok~IT 
18 230. 
16<.."AST TO MIU<"OURS~ 
19 3? 377. 
I ,>/I'IIUCOURSE CURRi:C T I 0 "~ 
20 230. 
A-4 
Inerts 
(lb) 
-21.4 
-17.5 
-13.b 
-1'+ • 
-b.:; 
-15. 
Other HZ' 020 
Uses 
(lb) 
-10. 
-4b. 
-:,a 
-lb. 
-~6. 
-15. 
-10. 
-b. 
-lb. 
(Continued) 
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Table A-I (Concluded) 
Event 
No. 
Av 
(ft/sec) 
20CUAST TO ATI><\OSPHEkIC E.NTRY 
lsp 
(sec) 
21 100. 230. 
21AE.RUMANEUVERING 
22 
22CUAST TO APUGEE 
230. 
23 200. 434.7 
23IN~EkT INTU EUS PHASING URBIT 
24 230. 
24PHA~E. WiTH E.US 
25 3BO. 434.7 
25C I RCULAR 1 ZE T;.; 170 Ni'li 
26 200. 4::'6.5 
26UUlJiP PROPELLAI'IT t<ESEkVE.S 
A-5 
LMSC-HREC TR D496644 
Inerts 
(lb) 
-7.5 
-12. 
Othel: HZ'OZ -
Uses 
(lb) 
-b. 
-36. 
-400. 
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Table A-Za 
AMOOS t:.v BUDGET AND EVENT PARAMETERS FOR A TWO STAGE 
EQUATORIAL GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION, FIRST STAGE 
Event bv I sp No. (ft/f>ec) (sec) 
I 10. 230. 
1~t:.PARATI:. FRuM 5pA<"E SHUTTLE 
2- 230. 
2CUA5T TO SAFE UISTA~C~ 
3 40. 230. 
3UUCK WITH PAYLUAD AI~')/UR 
4 
STAG!:. 
4PHA5E IN SHUTTLE URtilT 
5 4484. 
51NSERT INTO PHAsll~G ORtilT 
6 
6CUAST IN PHASI'~G UKulT 
7 3672. 
71N5ERT INTU TRANSFEK ORBIT 
S 
~~vAST TU MIUCOURS~ 
9 
9j\1III.)COUR~E CURREC T 1 Ol~ 
10 
10CUAST TO MISSION ALTITUDE 
I 1 
2JO. 
4b6.5 
2JO. 
230. 
2JO. 
230 • 
230. 
IIINSERT TO MISSIoN PHASING ORbiT 
12" 230. 
12CUAST IN MISSION PHASING URI:lIT 
13 230. 
13k~NDELVOU5 WITH SPACE STATION 
14 
14UUCK WITH SPACE STATIuN 
15 
15UN ORI:lIT STAY 
16 
16Sl::.PARATE 
17 
FROM SpACE STATION 
17~UAST TO 
18 
SAFE DISTANCE;. 
50. 
ISINSEkT INTO TRANS~EK 
19 
19CuA5T TO 1~IUCUURSt:: 
20 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF pOOR ~uAI.lfYj 
30. 
Ukl:llT 
A-6 
230. 
230. 
230. 
2JO. 
377. 
230. 
377. 
Inerts 
(lb) 
-B.6 
-16. 
-21.4 
-17.b 
-IJ.1:3 
-14. 
-lb. 
Other HZ'OZ 
Uses 
(lb) 
-10. 
-cO. 
-46. 
-10. 
-0. 
-16. 
-12. 
(Continued) 
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Table A-Za (Concluded) 
Event 
No. 
Av 
(it/sec) 
201"11 DCOURSC: CQRRI;.;CT llll~ 
21 
lsp 
(sec) 
2.30. 
21~UAST TU ATMOSPHE~IC ENTRY 
22 100. 2.30. 
22AI;.;RUMANEUVERING 
23 230. 
23CUA5T TO APOGEE 
24 200. 4:;4.7 
241N5ERT INTU cOb 
25 
PHASING URI:lIT 
25PHA5E wiTH 1;.;05 
26 380. 
26C I RCUL.M.! I ZE TO 1 70 I~,~ I 
27 200. 
27UUMP PROPEL.L.ANT I<tSIoRVES 
230. 
4.34.7 
456.5 
A-7 
LMSC-HREC TR D496644 
lnerts 
(lb) 
-6. 
-7.5 
-I.e • 
Other HZ'OZ 
Uses 
(lb) 
-I!:I. 
-6. 
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Table A-2b 
AMOOS ~v BUDGET AND EVENT PARAMETERS FOR A TWO STAGE 
EQUATORIAL GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION. SECOND STAGE 
Event lsp 
Other HZ'OZ 
Av lnerts Uses 
No. (ft/sec) (sec) (lb) (lb) 
I 230. 
I SI:.PARATE FROM SpACE SHUTTLE 
2 230. -!:I.o 
-10. 
2COAST TO SAFt:: DISTANCE. 
3 230. -b. 
-co. 
3UUCK WITH PAYLUAt) A,IILl/uR STAGI:. 
4 230. 
-40. 
4PrlASE IN SHuTTLE URtllT 
5 450.5 
5IN!:.ERT INTO PHAS 1 i~G URt:JiT 
0 230. 
-10. 
oCUAST IN PHASING 01~ti1T 
7 450.5 
71NSERT INTO TRANSFER UREHT 
6 230. -13.b 
-6. 
6CUAST TO MluCUURSt:. 
9 50. 434.7 
<,JiVlIDCOURSE CURRI:.CTION 
10 230. -14. 
-10. 
10CUAST TO MISSION ALTITUDE 
J I 5826. 4bb.b 
II II~SERT TO MI::.510N PHA::'ING ORUIT 
12 230. -!:I.3 -!:lo. 
12CuAST IN MISSION PHASING ORt:lIT 
13 258. 434.7 
13Rt:.NDEZVOUS WI T'" SPACE STAT! ON 
14 40. 230. -15. 
14DUCK WITH SPACE. S TAT ION 
15 230. -!:lo. 
15uN UktllT STAY 
10 10. 230. 
10St:.PARATE FI .. /u,"I SpA<'E !:>TATION 
17 2;:;0. -1:". -12-
17COAST TO SAI'l:. DJ::.TAN<.t:. 
IS 6040. 4!.>0.5 
lSIN::ol:.hlT INTO TRANSf EK uhlt:JIT 
19 230. -l=>e -12. 
19CUAST TO MIDCOURSE 
20 30. 434.7 
(Continued) 
A-8 
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Table A-Zb (Concluded) 
Event 
No. 
t:.v 
(it/sec) 
201'11 DCUURSE CUJ.<REC T I uN 
lap 
(sec) 
21 230. 
21CUAST TO AT'''10!:;PHEKIC c.NTJ.<Y 
22 100. 230. 
22AEROMANEUVEJ.<ING 
23 230. 
23COAST TO APOGEE 
24 200. 434.7 
24INSEJ.<T INTO EO!:; PHASING ORbiT 
25 
25PHASC: ~J1 TH EOS 
26 380. 
26(,1 J.<CULAfH ZE TO I 70 N,~ I 
27 250. 
27UUJII,P PROPE.LLANT KI;SI;KVES 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITYi 
A-9 
230. 
434.7 
456.5 
LMSC-HREr. TR D496644 
Incrts 
(lb) 
-6. 
-7.5 
-Ie. 
Other HZ'OZ 
Uses 
(lb) 
-lb. 
-36. 
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Table A-3 
AMOOS Av AND EVENT PARAMETER CHANGES FOR OTHER 
EARTH ORBITAL MISSIONS 
Event 
No. 
2~ONSUMABL-ES 
4 
6 
10 
17 
Z'-UNSUMABL-ES 
4 
6 
10 
17 
Z'-UNSUMAt:lL.ES 
5 
7 
1 1 
16 
Zl.UN!:>UI'lAt:lLE!'> 
Z(.UNSUIVIABL.ES 
4 
6 
10 
17 
ZC.ONSUMAt:lL.ES 
4 
6 
10 
17 
Zl.UNSUMABL.ES 
5 
7 
1 1 
16 
2 (;ONSUf\lIA BL. ES 
Z<.ONSUIVlAtlL-ES 
4 
6 
10 
17 
2'.UNSUMAt:lL.ES 
4 
6 
10 
17 
o2(;UNSUMABL-E!:> 
5 
7 
I 1 
16 
o2l.0NSU,VlABL-ES 
Av 
(ft/sec) 
I sp 
(sec) 
ANAL-VSIS FOR AMOOS ON A FIFTEEN K NMI 
4000. 
3560. 
6116. 
63!W. 
ANAL-V:>IS FO~ 
4000. 
3;,60. 
6116. 
6~59. 
ANAL-V,,!::. FUR 
4000. 
3560. 
6116. 
6J~':I. 
ANAL-V::.I::. FOR 
ANAL-V:>I:. FUR 
3500. 
3Ll". 
6490. 
6945. 
ANALYS!" FOR 
3500. 
321i:!. 
6490. 
694b. 
ANAL-Y"!::' FUR 
3~00. 
3212. 
6490. 
694b. 
ANALV::,!:' FUR 
ANAL-YSIS FUR 
2700. 
2489. 
70i'7., 
809'+0 
ANAL.Y:.I~ FOR 
2700. 
24B';I. 
7077. 
B094. 
ANAL.V~I~ FUR 
2700. 
2489. 
7077. 
8094. 
ANAL-YSIS FUR 
4:'6.5 
406.5 
456.5 
456.5 
AMOOS ON A FIFT~EN K NMI 
456.5 
456.5 
456.5 
456.5 
AMO"!:> ON A F I FTI:.EN K I~~II 
456.5 
456.5 
4b6.5 
406.5 
AMOO::' ON A FIFT~EN K !'IMI 
AMOOS ON A TEN K NIVIi 
4b6.5 
4b6.5 
406.5 
456.5 
AMOOS ON A TEN K NMI 
456.5 
456.5 
456.:' 
406.5 
AMOOS ON A TEN K NMI 
406.5 
456.5 
456.5 
4!:J6.b 
AMOO!> ON A TEN K NMI 
AMOU::' ON A FIVE K NMI 
4b6.5 
456.5 
456.5 
456.5 
AItIOO!:> ON A FIVE K NMI 
4b6.5 
4b6.b 
406.5 
4b6.5 
AMOO!:> ON A FIVE K NMI 
456.5 
456.5 
456.5 
456.5 
AMOOS ON A FIVE K NMI 
A-lO 
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Table A-4 
AMOOS Av BUDGET AND EVENT PARAMETERS FOR A SINGLE STAGE 
LUNAR ORBIT MISSION 
Event 
No. 
Av 
(it/sec) 
lsp 
(sec) 
I 10. Z30. 
lS~PA~ATE FROM SHUTTLE 
Z ZJO. 
ZCOAST TO SAFE DIS T MICE 
3 ZJO. 
3PHASE IN SHUTTLE u~~IT 
4 5000. 450.5 
41NSERT INTO PHASiNG URtHT 
5 ZJO. 
5COAST IN PHASING OR~IT 
6 5454. 4:'0.5 
61NSERT INTO TRANSfEK OR~IT 
7 ZJO. 
7~uAST TO MIUCOURS~ 
S 50. 377. 
SMIOCOURSE CORRECTION 
9 ZJO. 
9c..uAST TU fVilSSIUN ALTITUDE 
10 3460. 4:'0.5 
I 0 " .. ::'EI-< T TOM I ::.::. ION P HA::.I NG ORI:IIT 
II ZJO. 
II~OAST IN MISSI~N PHASING ORbiT 
lZ 1!:>0. 4;;14.7 
IZk~NDELVOUS WITH SPACE ::'TATION 
13 40. Z30. 
IJUuCK WITH SPACE SlAfIUN 
14 Z30. 
140N ORbiT STAY 
15 10. Z:3u. 
15::'EPAkAT~ FRUM ::.pACE STATION 
10 Z30. 
10c..uAST TO SAF~ oISTANC~ 
17 3:)50. 4:'0.5 
17IN~E~T INTO TRAN::.FEK ORbiT 
IS 230. 
ISCuAST TO MIUCOURS~ 
19 50. 434.7 
19M I OCOURSE CURkEC T I UI~ 
ZO 230. 
20COAST TO ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY 
A-ll 
lncrts 
(lb) 
-S.6 
-ZI.4 
-17.:. 
-65. 
-05. 
-b.3 
-b.o 
-6!:J. 
-05. 
Other 1-12,°2 
Uses 
(lb) 
-10. 
-40' 
-b. 
-130. 
-1;;10. 
-IE,. 
-10. 
-IJO. 
-130. 
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Table A-4 (Concluded) 
Event AV 
No. (it/sec) 
21 HIO. 
i:! 1 AI:,I.(OIYiANEUVEI.( I NG 
22 
22CUAST TO APUGEE 
23 200. 
23 I NSERT INTO EOS PHASING 
24 
24PHASE WITH EOS 
25 380. 
25CIRCULAf.lIZE TO 170 I~JI1I 
26 200. 
260UMP PROPELLANT RESERVES 
ORIGINAL PAGE 1B 
OF POOR QU.ALITYi 
lsp 
(sec) 
230. 
230. 
434.7 
ORBIT 
230. 
434.7 
456.5 
A-1Z 
LMSC -HREC TR D496644 
lncrts 
(1b) 
-7.5 
Other HZ'OZ 
Uses 
(lb) 
-6. 
-36. 
-400. 
LOCKHEED· HUi'lTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
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Table A-S 
AMOOS l:!.v BUDGET AND EVENT PARAMTERS FOR A TWO-STAGE 
LUNAR ORBIT MISSION, FlR~T STAGE 
Av 
(ft/scc) 
lap 
(sec) 
I lv. 4::':;1.1. 
I~~PA~AT~ FROM ~pACE ~HUTT~~ 
2 230. 
2COAST TO SAF~ OISTAI~'~ 
3 40. 230. 
30U(';K WITH PAV~vAD ANl.I/OR STAG!:: 
4 2.30. 
4PHAS~ IN SHUTT~~ uKulT 
~ 5000. 4:'6.~ 
~ I NSI::~T INTO PHAS 11~G vRt:ll T 
6 230. 
6CuAST IN PHASING uRdlT 
7 5454. 4!:J6.5 
7INS~~T INTO TRANSfEk ORbiT 
B 230. 
BCOAST TO MIDCOUKS~ 
9 377. 
9MIOCOURSE CORRI::.CTION 
10 230. 
10~OAST TO MISSION ALTITUUE 
II ' 2':;0. 
III"'SI::.~T TO MISSION PrlAS ING ORI:H T 
12 230. 
12(,;OAST IN I>I\ISSION PrlASING ORBIT 
13 230. 
13RI.:.NOE"::VOU~ IIIlTH ~PACE ~TATlOr. 
14 230. 
14UU(';K WITH SPACt:. STATION 
15 230. 
150N ORbiT STAV 
16 230. 
16SI::.PARAT£ FROM SpAL£ STATION 
17 230. 
1 7CUAS T T 0 SAF~ U 1ST AIKE 
18 50. 377. 
I a II"S~~T INTO TRAN!:>rt:K Okb IT 
19 230. 
19COAST TO IVIIUCOURSI:. 
20 :30. 377. 
A-I:3 
lllcrts 
(Ib) 
-8.6 
-16. 
-21.4 
-17.:;, 
-65. 
-b5. 
LOCKHEED. HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
Other HZ'OZ 
.Uses 
(Ib) 
-20. 
-10. 
-130. 
(Continued) 
\ 
.. 
Table .1\-5 (Concluded) 
Event 
No. 
Av 
(it/sec) 
lsp 
(sec) 
20MILlCOURSE CO~~l::cT 11M 
21 230. 
21 ('vAS T TO ATI'IIOSPHEk I C ENTRY 
22 100. 230. 
22A~ROMANEUVEkIN' 
23 230. 
23('UAST TO APUGEE 
24 200. 434.7 
241NSERT INTO ~OS PHASING ORBIT 
25 230. 
25PHASE wiTH EOS 
26 3BO. 434.7 
26(.1 RCU~AR I ZE TO 1 7 0 I~'" 1 
27 200. 456.5 
27UUI'VIP PROPEL~ANT RI::Sl::i~VES 
A-14 
LMSC-HRE,:; TR D496644 
-6~.u 
-7.5 
-I;:. 
Other HZ'OZ 
US(!S 
(lb) 
-130. 
-6. 
-400. 
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Table A-S 
AMaaS t:..v BUDGET AND EVENT PARAMETERS FOR A TWO STAGE 
LUNAR ORBIT MISSION. SECOND STAGE 
Event 
No. 
I 
t:..v 
(ft/sec) 
I~~PA~AT~ FROM ~pACE SHUTTLE 
lsp 
(sec) 
z c30. 
2COAST TO SAFE OISTANC~ 
3 230. 
3I.JU(;K WITH PAYLOAD ANI.l/OR STAG~ 
4 Z30. 
4PHASE IN SHUTTLE uRBIT 
5 456.5 
5INSE~T INTO PHASING ORbiT 
6 - J. 
6~uAST IN PHASiNG u~dIT 
7 4~6.5 
7IN~E~T INTO T~AN~FE~ OkSIT 
a 230. 
BCUAST TO MIOCOURSE 
9 50. 434.7 
9MIDCOURSe: CO~RECTION 
10 230. 
10COAST TO MISSI_N ALTITUDE 
II 3460. 456.5 
IIINSEf'lT TO MISSION PHASING ORBIT 
12 230. 
12(;OAST IN MI~SION PHASING ORbiT 
13 150. 434.7 
13~~NDEZVOUS WITH SPACE STATION 
14 40. 230. 
14UOCK WITH SPACE STATION 
IS 230. 
150N O~I;jIT STAY 
16 10. 230. 
16~t:.PA~ATE FROI., ~pACE ~TATION 
17 230. 
17COAST TO SAF~ DISTANCE 
18 3!)!)0. 4~o.5 
laINSE~T INTO TRANSFE~ ORBIT 
19 230. 
IYCUAST TO MIOCOURSE 
20 50. 434.7 
A-iS 
lnerts 
(lb) 
-d.6 
-65. 
-6.3 
-B.6 
Other HZ'OZ 
Uses 
(lb) 
-10. 
-46. 
-10. 
-130' 
-130. 
-~6. 
-56. 
-10. 
(Continued) 
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Table A-5 (Concluded) 
Event 
No. 
Av 
(ft/sec) 
20M I UCUURSI:. c.;ukl-ll:.C T 1 Ol~ 
l"p 
(sec) 
21 2~0. 
21COAST TO ATMOSPHEKIC ENTRY 
22 100. 230. 
22A~~OMANEUVE~ING 
23 230. 
23COAST TO APOGEE 
24 200. 
241NSERT INTO EOS PHASING 
25 
25PHASE WiTH ~OS 
26 ::leW. 
26c.; I kCUI..AR I ZE TO 1 70 /III~ I 
27 200. 
27DUMP PROPEI..I..ANT R~S£RVES 
434.7 
01<1:> IT 
230. 
4~4.7 
456.5 
A-ln 
LMSC-HREC TR D496644 
Incl'ts 
(lb) 
-7.S 
-12. 
Other H 2.02 
Uses 
(lb) 
-36. 
-400. 
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Table A-6 
AMRS t:..v BUDGET AND EVENT PARAMETER FOR RETURN 
FROM AN EQUATORIAL GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
Event 
No. 
t:..v 
(it/scc) 
10. 
lsp 
(sec) 
230. I 
I~I:.PARATE 
2 
FROM ~pA'E ~TATION 
230. 
2c.;UA~T TO ~AFt. 1l1::.1 Ai'l!'..t. 
3 6040. 200. 
:.H N~c.t..!T INTO Tt..!IIN::'t' EK ORtllT 
4 230. 
4c.;OA~T TO MIDCOUR5~ 
5 30. 230. 
5MIDCOURSE CORRECTION 
6 230. 
6c.;OAST TO ATMOSPHEKIC t.NTRY 
7 100. 230. 
7AEROMANEUVE~ING 
8 230. 
~CUAST TO APOGEE 
9 200. 200. 
9INSt.RT INTO t.0$ PHA~ING O~BIT 
10 c30. 
10PHA~E WiTH EU5 
1 1 
11~IRCULARIZE TO 
12 
12UuiV'P RESUDUAL$ 
380 • 
170 ,'1,'1\1 
10J. 
260. 
26v. 
A-I7 
Inc1'10 
(lb) 
-7.5 
-7.5 
-3. 
-4. 
-6. 
LOCKHEED. HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
OthCl" HZ'OZ 
Uses 
(Jb) 
-6. 
-b. 
-ll::h 
1 
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Table A-7 
AMRS Il.v BUDGE'! AND EVENT PARAMETERS FOR RETURN 
FROM A LUNAR ORBIT 
Isp 
Other HZ'OZ 
Event Av Inerts Uses 
No. (ft/sec) (sec) (lb) (Ib) 
1 I 10. 230. 
lSEPAI-IATE FROM spACE STATIUN 
2 1 230. -7.'.0 -6. 
2COAST TO SAFe: DIS TAlK!:: 
::I I 3:'50. 260. 
31 N!:>E:J</T INTO TRANSFEt< ORBIT 
4 1 230. -lbO. -100. 
4COAST TO MIDCOURS1:. 
5 I SO. 230. 
5MIUCOURSE CURRE:.CTION 
6 1 230. -150. -100. 
61..UAST TO ATMOSPHEKIC ENTRY 
7 I 100. 230. 
7AI:::ROMAN!::UVERING 
8 1 230. -4. -3. 
8COA!:.T TO APOGEE 
9 1 200. 2bO. 
9IN!:.EkT INTU EUS PI,A;,lNG ORBIT 
10 1 2..:50. -6. -Hle 
10PHASE WiTH EOS 
1 1 1 31:l0· 260. 
111..IRCULARIZE TO 170 N,~I 
12 I 100. 260. -200. 
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Fig.A-l - AMOOS Payload and Main Engine ConsUlnables for an Equatorial 
Geosynchronous Mission, I = 456.5 sec and 65,000 lb Payload 
Shuttle sp 
a. Single Stage AMOOS, One Shuttle Launch 
i. Payloads 
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Fig.A-la (Continued) 
ii. Main Fdlgine Con8umabll!~ 
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Fig.A-l (Continued) 
b. Stage and One Half AMOOS, 
One Shuttle Launch 
i. Payloads 
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Fig.A-lb (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig. A-l (Continued) 
c. Two Stage AMOOS, 
One Shuttle Launch 
i. Payloads 
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Fig.A-lc (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig. A-l (Continued) 
d. Stage and One-Half AMOOS, 
Two Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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Fig. A-I (Continued) 
e. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Two Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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Fig.A-le (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consuznables 
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Fig. A-I (Continued) 
f. Stage and One-Half AMaaS. 
Three Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig.A-l (Continued) 
g. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Three Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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Fig. A-lg (Concluded) 
ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig. 1.-2 - AMOOS Payload and Main Engine Consumables for a Lunar 
Mission. I = 456.5 sec and 65,000 Ib Shuttle PaylrJarJ 
sp 
a. Single Stage AMOOS, One Shuttle Launch 
i. Payloads 
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Fig.A-2a (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig.A-2 (Continued) 
b. Stage and One-Half AMOOS, 
One Shuttle Launch 
i. Payloads 
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Fig. A -Zc (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consumables 
1 . 
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Fig.A-2 (Continued) \ 3000 Ib 
d. Stage and One-Half AMOOS, 
Two Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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Fig.A-Z (Continued) 
e. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Two Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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Fig.A-Ze (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig. A-Z (Continued) 
f. Stage and One-Half AMOOS, 
Three Shuttle Launches 
i. Payl<Jads 
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Fig. A -2 (Continued) 
g. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Three Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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0-.' ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig.A-l - AMOOS Payloads and Main Engine Consumables to a Geosynchronous 
Orbit, lsp = 456.5 sec 
a. Single Stage AMOOS, One Shuttle Launch 
1. Payloads 
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Fig.A-3a (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consllnlables 
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Fig.A-3 (Continued) "'6 
h. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Two Shuttle Launches 
i. Payloads 
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Fig. A-3b (Continued) 
ii. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig.A-4 - AMOOS Payloads to a 15,000 n.mi. Circular Equatorial Orbit, 
lsp = 456.5 sec and 65,000 lb Payload Shuttle 
a. Single Stage AMaaS, One-Shuttle Launch 
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Fig. A -4 (Continued) 
b. Two Stage AMOOS, 
One Shuttle Launch 
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Fig. A-4 (Continued) 
c. Two-Stage AMOOS. 
Two Shuttle Launches 
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Fig.A-4 (Concluded) 
d. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Three Shuttle Launches 
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Fig.A-5 - AMOOS Payloads to a 10,000 n.mi. Circular Equatorial 
Orbit, I = 456.5 sec and 65,000 Ib Payload Shuttle 
sp 
a. Single Stage AMOOS, One Shuttle Launch 
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Fig.A-5 (Continued) 
b. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
One Shuttle Launch 
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Fig. A- 5 (Continued) 
c. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Two Shuttle Launches 
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Fig. A -5 (Concluded) 
do Two-Stage AMOOS. 
Three Shuttle Launches 
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Fig.A-6 - AMOOS Payloads to a 5,000 n.mi. Circular Equatorial Orbit, 
I = 456.5 sec and 65,000 lb Payload Shuttle 
sp 
a. Single Stage AMOOS, One Shuttle Launch 
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Fig.A-6 (Continued) 
h, Two-Stage AMOOS, 
One Shuttle Launch 
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c. Two-Stage AMOOS. 
Two Shuttle Launches 
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Fig. A-6 (Concluded) 
d. Two-Stage AMOOS, 
Three Shuttle Launches 
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Fig.A-7 - AMRS On Station Weight and Main Engine Consumables at an 
Equatorial Geosynchronous Station 
a. On-Station Weight 
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Fig.A-7 (Concluded) 
b. Main Engine Consumables 
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Fig.A-8 - AMRS On Station Weight and Main Engine Consumables at 
a Lunar Orbit Station -
a. On·Station Weight 
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Fig.A-8 (Concluded) 
b. Main Engine Consumables 
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Appendix B 
AMOOS AND AMRS STRUCTURES 
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Appendix B 
This appendix contains the steps in the calculation of the AMOOS pro-
pulsion module, AMRS and the AMOOS manned module primary structure 
design. and total weight estimate. There are four steps for each of the three 
vehicles: 
1. Weight Distribution, in which the weight per unit 
length of the vehicle is determined. To do this 
accurately requires a knowledge of the weight of 
the structure to be designed. This first weight 
estimated was obtained from analysis of previous 
AMOOS vehicles and the Baseline Tug. The details 
are described in Section BI. 
Z. Loads Analysis. in which the external loads imposed 
on the vehicle are used to determine the internal 
loads. Both aerodynamic loads and loads during 
transportation in the Shuttle cargo bay are con-
sidered. Engine burn loads are also considered 
but are important only for local structure since 
the engine thrust is low relative to other forces 
imposed on the vehicle. The details of the loads 
analyses for each vehicle or module are discussed 
in Section B-Z. 
3. Structural Materials. in which the relative merits 
of the candidate materials are discussed and selec-
tions made. The details are given in Section B-3. 
4. Structural Optimization, in which the size of the 
structural members are determined for the loads 
and materials of Sections B-2 and B-3, respectively. 
The optimization is described in Section B-4. 
B.l WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION - PROPULSION UNIT INITIAL WEIGHT 
ESTIMATE 
The nlOdular AMOOS concept as derived in Ref. B-1 was used as the 
basis for additional studies during this period of work. The mass distribu-
tion for the propulsion unit was revised based on the current configuration 
B-1 
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requirements and data from Refs. B-Z and B-3. The tanks were sized for 
the required 48,5000 lb of propellant with a 6/1 ratio by weight of LOX to LHZ' 
This gave volume requirements of 1705 ft3 and 634 ft3 for the fuel and oxidizer, 
respectively. Since these values are close to the propellant requirements for 
the Baseline Tug configuration, the tank and supporting hardware weight values 
of Ref.B-Z were used. The supporting hardware consisted of the pumps, piping. 
valves, etc., required for propellant loading and measuring, hydraulics, pneu-
matic and pressurization, and the feed, fill and vent operations. 
The RL-IO engine is common to both the AMOOS and the Baseline Tug. 
Since the maximum vehicle weight capability (63,100 Ib) and the Shuttle launch 
environment is the same for both vehicles the thrust structure and other sup-
porting hardware are assumed common. The same avionic and purge system 
weights were also used for the AMOOS propulsion unit. 
An auxiliary propulsion system weight of 500 lb is used to account for 
the increased requirements during the aeromaneuvering portion of the AMOOS 
operations. The initial thermal protection system weight was derived by the 
ratio of the propulsion unit length (34 ft) to the length of the Ref. B -1 vehicle 
(59 ft) multiplied by its TPS weight. An additional ZOO Ib of TPS was added 
due to increases in vehicle performance during the reentry phase. 
The propulsion unit shell weight was taken from the values for the mod-
ular vehicle in Ref. B-l. The vehicle weights in Ref. B-1 were approximately 
the same for either Be-38% Al or magnesium as the structural material; 
hence, this preliminary weight was essentially independent of the final selec-
tion of these two candidate materials. Two methods of weight approximation 
were used. The weight of the individual section of the vehicle, (nose, foward 
section, etc.) were obtained for the Ref. B-1 vehicle and used for the correspond-
ing propulsion unit sections. Second, the Ref. B-1 weight was factored by the 
ratio of the lengths. Both values were within a few percentage points so the 
ratioed value of 1ZZ7 1b was used. This was the lighter weight of the two. 
B-Z 
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A weight breakdown for the propulsion unit is given in Table B-1. The dis-
tribution for the propulsion unit is shown in Fig. B-1 for the dry weight. fully 
fueled and aero reentry conditions. 
Manned Unit Initial Weight Estimate 
The manned unit is 11.6 ft in length and is a self-sustained system 
for 4 men for a 30 -day mission. The volume and weight requirements for 
the system plus necessary food and supplies were derived from the data in 
Ref. B-3. The data in Ref. B-4 are applicable to an orbiting station and has 
volume requirements greatly exceeding those in Ref. B-3. The AMOOS 
manned configuration would be mated in orbit with another vehicle which 
would provide working space for the crew. Transportation and minhnal 
activities such as sleeping. eating. personal hygene. etc •• would be provided 
by the manned unit. Hence. in the calculations for the food and life support 
systems provisions were made for a 30-day mission. 
The required weight for the capsule structure was obtained by deter-
mining a bulk density from Ref.B-3 data and multiplying by the required 
volume calculations for this configuration. A value of 2.37 lb/ft3 and re-
quired volume of 516 ft3 resulted in a capsule weight of 1225 lb. Table B-2 
gives the volume and weight requirements for the manned unit. The struc-
tural shell and TPS weights were obtained by the ratio of the lengths times 
the respective weight values in Ref. B-l. The weight distribution for the 
manned module is also shown in Fig. B-l. The center-of-gravity locations 
for the propulsion unit plus manned unit are also shown in Fig. B-1. Figure 
B-2 shows the position of the center of gravity in the Shuttle payload bay 
envelope. The AMOOS vehicle is mounted backward in the payload bay. 
AMRS Initial Weight Estimate 
The AMRS configuration is a transportation only, minimum volume 
concept for four or six men for a one-day mission. The length-to-diameter 
B-3 
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Table B-1 
PROPULSION UNIT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
(Initial Estimate) 
Gimbal 
Fuel Tank and Supports 
Oxidizer Tank and Support 
Thrust Structure 
Mounting Structure 
Nose Actuator 
Engine 
Feed. Fill. Drain and Vent 
Pneumatic and Pressure 
Hydraulic 
Propellant Loading and Measuring 
APS 
Tank Insulation 
Purge and Thermal Control System 
Navigation Guidance and Control 
Data Management 
Communications 
Measuring System 
Electrical Power and Distribution 
Rendezvous and Docking 
Aft Ring Interface 
Thermal Protection System 
Shell Structure 
Contingency 100/. 
Total Dry Weight 
Weight (lb) 
30 
417 
238 
29 
100 
100 
442 
256 
234 
63 
50 
500 
130 
311 
154 
158 
72 
92 
410 
35 
30 
3851 
1036 
1227 
611 
6725 
Fuel-Launch Condition 
LOX 41.743 
Reentry Condition 
4.150 
LH2 6.957 690 
48.700 4.840 
6,725 6.725 
55.425 lb 11.565 Ib 
B-4 
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Table B-Z 
MANNED UNIT WEIGHT AND VOLUME BREAKDOWN (Initial Estimate) 
Volume (ft3 ) Weight (lb) 
Crew 
Two @ 75 ft~/man 150 
Two @ 56 ft /man llZ 
Food 8 lb/ft3 6 
Furnishing 93 
Bunks 3 @ 15 Ib 
Seats 4 @ ZO lb 
Misc. 4 @ 15 Ib 
Medical 5.51b/man Z 
Personal Effects 11 
Clothing 4 @ 45 lb 
Hygiene Z8 lb 
Personal 10 Ib/man 
EVA Z5 
Suits Z @ 6Z lb 
PLSS Z @ 6Z lb 
Equip. Z @ 6Z lb 
Interior Space Suit 4 @ 31 lb 8 
EC/LSS Zl 
Cabin Pressurization 55 Ib 
OZ/NZ Leak (SIb/day + 100%) 300 Ib 
Oz Consumpt. (Z lb/day + 100%) lZO Ib 
Water (6.Z lb/man/day) 15Z lb (reclamation) 
Hardware 904 lb 
Electrical Power 4 
Communicaiion and Data System 10 
Instrumentation 16 
Miscellaneous 10 
Maintenance Equipment 
Flap 
Docking Mechanism 
Capsule 
TPS 
Shell Structure 
Contingency 10% 48 
Total 516 
B-6 
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ratio and exterior configuration were maintained to match the AMOOS vehicle. 
The structural shell and TPS weights were determined by factoring the AMOOS 
weights (Ref. B-1) by the ratio of the surface areas. This gave structure and 
TPS weights of 660 and 393 Ib, respectively, for a magnesium structure. The 
tanks, engine, astrionics, etc., weights were determined using the data and 
formulas of Ref. B-5. The crew capsule weight and volume requirements 
were derived from the data in Ref. B-3. These values are given in Table 
B-3. A total propellant weight of 6500 Ib is budgeted for AMRS with 2145 Ib 
fuel and 4355 lb oxidizer. At aerodynamic reentry a total propellant weight 
of 500 Ib is assumed. The weight distribution is given in Fig. B-3. 
B.2 LOADS ANALYSIS 
Loads analyses were performed to determine the critical bending mo,· 
ments and axial loads during AMOOS and AMRS flight and transportation by 
the Space Shuttle. Aerodynamic normal and axial force distribution for a 
one-pass mission were obtained for the critical dynamic pressure and angle 
of attack. The aerodynamic force distribution for a dynamic pressure of 
105.22 Ib/ft2 is shown in F'ig. B-4. The modular AMOOS configuration was 
analyzed for 105.22 lb/ft::' and 156.64 lb/ft2 dynamic pressures Digital com-
puter programs were used to determine the net axial a,ld shear forces and 
bending moment distributions for the aerodynamic and mass distributions. 
These results are shown in Fig. B-5 for the 156.64 Ib/ft2 loading. The AMRS 
vehicle was analyzed for a dynamic pressure of 146.20 Ib/ft2• The AHOOS 
aerodynamic loads were factored by the following relation to obtain the AMRS 
values • 
where 
F AMRS = q S AMRS ref AMRS q S -AMOOS refAMOOS 
F = air load (lb/in) 
q = dynamic pressure (psi), and S f = rbference area (in2 ) 
re 
The AMRS force and bending mom.ent distributions are shown in Fig. B-6. 
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Table B-3 
AMRS-WEIGHT AND VOLUME BREAKDOWN 
(Initial Estimate) 
Volume (ft3 ) Wt (1b) 
Crew 3 
Four @ 56 ft 
Food 8 Ib/ft3 
Furnishings 21b/ft3 
Medical 10 Ib/ft3 
Personal Effects 
EC/LSS 
Atmosphere 
Water 62 Ib/ft3 
Waste Manage:ment 
Hardware 
Electronics 
Co:mm.unications and Data System 
lnstru:mentation 
Miscellaneous Equip:ment 
Expendables 
Crew Capsule 
Engine and Thrust Structure 
Tanks and Support Structures 
Astronics 
Plumbing Weight 
Flap 
TPS 
APS and Structure 
Shell Structure 
Contigency 10% 
Total Dry 
Fuel Launch Condition 
Fuel 2,145 1b 
Oxidizer 4,355 lb 
6,500 Ib 
Dry 6,Ol01b 
l2,5101b 
B-9 
224 
2 
43 
2 
10 
2 
1 
4 
10 
4 
10 
16 
10 
3 
34 
375 
Reentry Condition 
1651b 
335 Ib 
500 lb 
,6,010 l~ 
6,5101b 
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A beam model was used to determine the loads for the EOS flight en-
vironment. The chosen interface points in the Shuttle cargo bay and corre-
sponding mass distribution were analyzed for the EOS payload g factors. 
These factors are given in Table B-4. The location of the Shuttle cargo bay 
attachment pOints and the load fac1:ors were taken from Ref. B-6. The maxi-
mum load combination occurs during lift off for the g factors of -2.9, -1.0 
and -1.5 in the x,y and z directions, respectively. The beam models and 
resulting unit load distributions are shown in Figs. B-7 and B-8 for both 
AMOOS and AMRS. 
The maximum compressive limit load, N, in the shell body structure 
was determined, 
where 
PAX 
N = 2 R + 
11' avg 
M 
M ~ 2 2 
= Mmajor + Mminor 
Major and minor denote the major and minor axes 
of the elliptical cross section. 
The design lo!'<>, ND , equals f'N when the factor of safety f = 1.4. The factor 
of 1.4 is used since AMOOS and AMRS are manned vehicles. 
The AMOOS vehicle was subdivided into a nose section, forward body, 
intermediate body and manned unit. The design axial line loads for the aero 
reentry and the EOS environment conditions for each body section are given 
in Table B-5. The shell structure is assumed to be at 6000 F for the reentry 
loading. Table B-6 gives the similar design line loads for the AMRS structure. 
B-14 
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Table ]3-4 
SHUTTLE PAYLOAD ]3AY LIMIT LOAD FACTORS 
Linear - g 
* Condition X Y Z 
Lift-Off -0.1 +1.0 +1.5 
-Z.9 -1.0 -1.5 
High-Q Boost -1.6 +0.5 +0.6 
-Z.O -0.5 -0.6 
Boost-Max. LP '-Z.7 +O.Z -0.3 
(S\ack) -3.3 -O.Z -0.3 
]3oost-Max. LP -Z.7 +O.Z -0.75 
(Orb Alol\e) -3.3 -O.Z -0.75 
Entry and Descent +1.06 0 +Z.5 
Pitch Up -O.OZ 0 -1.0 
Entry and Descent +0.75 +1.Z5 +1.0 
Yaw +0.75 -1.Z5 +1.0 
Landing +1.0 +0.5, +Z.8 
-0.8 -0.5 +Z.Z 
Crash** +9.00 +1.50 +4.5 
-1.5 -1.50 -2.0 
C rash (Crew Com- +20.0 +3.3 + 10.0 
partment Interior) -,3.3 -3.3 -4.4 
Positive X. Y. Z directions equal aft. right and up. Load fac-. 
tor carries the sign of the externally applied load. 
**Crash load factors are ultimate and only used to desi'gn pay-
load support fittings and payload attachment fasteners. Crash 
load factors for the nominal payload of 65,000 lb (29.485 kg). 
Longitudinal load factors are directed in the forward azimuth 
within 20 deg of the orbiter longitudinal axis. The specified 
load factors shall operate separately. 
]3-15 
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Table B-5 
AMOOS VEHICLE DESIGN LOADS 
Station Load Design Line 
Section (in.) Condition Load (lb/in) 
Nose 0-114 59 ft Vehicle 300.28 
Shuttle Launch 
Fwd Body 114-240 Shuttle Launch 300.28 
Intermediate 240-408 AMOOS Vehicle 
Reentry* 
126.08 
Manned Unit 408-547.2 AMOOS Vehicle 134.2 
Shuttle Launch 
*156.64 lb/ft2 
Table B-6 I AMRS VEHICLE DESIGN LOADS 
I 
Station Load Design Line I Section (in.) Condition Load (lb/in) I 
1 
Nose 0-72 Shuttle Launch 120.35 l 
I 
Fwd Body 72-174 Shuttle Launch It:0.35 1 
Aft Body 174-300 Shuttle Launch 169.62 
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B.3 STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 
Two candidate materials from the results of Ref. B-1 were used for 
this study initially: beryllium-38% aluminum and magnesium HM2IA-T8. 
Both of these materials are low density and both meet the 6000 F temperature 
requirement for the body shell during reentry. Magnesium is not a high 
strength nor high modulus material when compared to Be-38Al or certain 
other materials, but, since the AMOOS vehicle is a lightly loaded shell struc-
ture and cross sections are determined by instability rather than material 
strength, magnesium is competitive. 
Magnesium was selected and used for the analyses due to the major 
difference in material cost. Be-38Al cost approximately $43/1b and mag-
nesium approximately $3/1b (Ref. B-7). Both are state-of-the-art materials 
and have been utilized in space hardware. The material properties for the 
two materials for 700 F and 6000 F are given in Table B-7, (Refs. B-8 and B-9) . 
B.4 STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION 
A Lockheed computer program (Ref. B -10) for the optimization of 
cylinders with integral ring and stringers of rectangular cross section was 
used to determine a minimum weight design. Each major section of the 
shell was analyzed for the design loads in Table B-S. Elevated temperature 
material properties were used for the aero load analyses. Data input con-
sisted of line load, skin thickness, cylinder length, material properties, 
maximum ring and stringer height, maximum diffener height to thickness 
ratio, values of ring spacing, maximum stress allowed and internal or ex-
ternallocation of rings and stringers. External location of stiffeners is the 
optimum configuration, but due to the bond.ing of the TPS on the outside skin 
surface the stiffeners must be located in the i.nterior. 
The structure is optimized based on the following modes of instability: 
1. Local instability of the cylinder wall and stringers 
B-19 
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Table B-7 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Mechanical 
Properties 
Basis 
F tu' kSi(MN/rn
2): 
70°F (294°K) 
600°F (589°K) 
F ty' ksi(MN/rn 2): 
'10°F (294oK) 
600°F (589°K) 
F , kSi(MN/rn 2): 
cy 
70°F (;:'14o K) 
600°F (589°K) 
F su' kSi(MN/m2 ): 
70°F (294oK) 
600°F (589°K) 
E,103 ksi (GN/:rn2 ): 
70°F (294o K) 
600°F (589 ClK) 
Physieal. Properties 
p, (lb/in 3) kg/rn3 
Beryllium-Aluminum 
Be-38 Ai 
(Sheet, Annealed) 
A 
44 (303) 
26 (179) 
31 (214) 
22 (152) 
28 (193) 
18 (124) 
23 (159) 
14 (97) 
28 (193) 
25 (172) 
.14 
.075 (2080) 
Ref: Be-38AI, LMSC Rep,rt 679606, Oct. 17, 1967 
HM 21A, MIL-HDBK-5, Sept. 1971 
B-20 
Magnesium 
HM21A-T8 
(Sheet) 
A 
33 (228) 
11 (76) 
18 (124) 
8 (55) 
15 (103) 
10 (69) 
21 (145) 
7 (48) 
6.5 (45) 
5.2 (36) 
.35 
.064 (1770) 
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2. General instability involving the composite 
structure. Two variations are considered: 
(a) panel instability involving the cylinder 
wall and stringers, and (b) overall instability 
involving the cylinder wall, stringers and 
rings. 
The cylinder wall is not allowed to buckle locally below the design load. 
Buckling of the cylinder wall will cause failu:re in the TPS bond. A minimum 
skin gage of 0.025 inch was set based on the requirement of having to scrape 
the structure to replace the TPS. 
Ta'>le B-8 presents the results of the AMOOS optimil!:ation study. The 
cross-sectional dimensions for each section and the critical load case are 
given. Table B-9 presents the corresponding data for the AMRS vehicle. 
Solid circumferential rings 4 inches wide and 0.5 inch thick were added to 
the structure in appropriate places. This addition provided for section inter-
faces and skin splices, and for the attachment of major vehicle components 
such as tanks, manned capsule, and rings, etc. Nine of these rings were 
added to the AMOOS and seven to the AMRS vehicle. The resultant optimbed 
weights for the AMOOS and AMRS structural shells are given in Tables B-IO 
and B-Il. These values are for magnesium HM2 lA-T8 material. The opti-
mil!:ed shell weights were 252 lb and 154 lb lighter than the ,)riginal estimates 
for the AMOOS and AMRS vehicles given in Tables B-1, B-2 and B-3, respec-
tively. 
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.. 
b, 
Typical Stiffened Cylindrical Cross Section 
, . 
. . 
•• Table B-8 
TYPICAL OPTIMIZED CROSS SECTION OF AMOOS VEHICLE (All Dimensions in Inches) 
- Intermediate Maru1ed 
,- Nose Fwd Body Body Unit 
.. 
t .032 .on .025 .025 
1 114 126 168 139.2 
d 1.87 1.87 1.7Z 1.% 
x 
b .614 .614 .379 .492 
x 
tl .031 .031 .025 .on 
d 
Y 
16.29 15.75 10.50 17.40 
b .95 
Y 
.95 .917 .788 
t2 .095 .095 .062 .052 
t .0478 .0478 .0359 .036 
Weight (1b) 173 193.18 199.2 166.2 
, 
( 
, 
.. 
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! 
Typica.l Stiffened Cylindrical Crose Secncln 
i 
Table B-9 I 1 
1 
TYPICAL OPTIMIZED CROSS SECTION OF AMRS VEHICLE 1 
(All Dimflnsionll in Ir.ches) I I 
Nose Fwd Body Aft Body 
1 
t .026 ,025 .025 
1 
72 126 1 102 
d 1.94 1.94 1.73 
X 
1 b:. .379 .379 .477 
" 
.025 .025 .0315 1 
d 12.00 12.75 15.75 
Y 
b .474 .474 .525 
Y 
t2 .031 .031 .035 
t .031 .031 .035 
Weight (lb) 43 60 84 
B-23 
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Table B-lO 
OPTIMIZED AMOOS STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
Station Weight 
Section (in.) (lb) 
Nose 0-114 301 
Fwd Body 114-240 321 
Intermediate 240-408 391 
Body 
Manned Unit 408-547.2 326 
Contingency 10% 134 
Total l4711b 
Table B-11 
OPTIMIZED AMRS STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
Station Weight 
Section (in.) (lb) 
Nose 0-72 118 
Fwd Body 7Z-174 154 
Aft Body 174-300 197 
Contigency 10% 47 
Total 5161b 
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Appendix C 
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN 
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Appendix C 
C.l INTRODUCTION 
Prior to the design of the Thermal Protection System (TPS) for the 
AMOOS and AMRS vehicles a brief study was performed on the effects of 
bondline temperature and angle of attack on ablator weight. The method used 
in these studies follows the method of ablative TPS design used for AMOOS 
and AMRS. This method has the following steps: 
1. The design trajectory is received as an input to the TPS design. 
Z. The stagnation point heating rates are then comj,luted using the 
design trajectory to obtain the appropriate parameters. Heating 
rates,.assuming free molecular. transitional and continuum flow, 
are computed together with M/"I/Re. which is used to determine 
the regime. 
3. The heating rates are used to compute ablation rate and temp-
erature within the ablator. These data are then used to de-
termine the thickness of the ablator required at the various 
locations. 
The procedure will now be discussed in more detail. 
C.Z HEATING RATE CALCULATION METHODS 
The equations for evaluating the free molecular and transitional heating 
rates on a stagnation point of a sphere Were obtained from Ref. C-I. These 
were incorporated in a computer program to determine the non-continuum 
and continuum heating rates from the vehicle trajectory based on the effective 
spherical nose radius of 18.4 ft for the AMOOS configuration and 11.4 ft 
for the AMRS. The effective nose radii were determined from the bluntness 
parameter as shown in Ref. C-Z. The heating rate profiles determined for 
the two vehicles for their respective trajectories are shown in Fig. C-I and 
Fig. C-Z. 
C-I 
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C.3 DETERMINATION OF ABLATOR THICKNESS FOR GIVEN HEAT 
LOAD AT DESIRED BONDLINE TEMPERATURE 
A standard ablation program of Ref. C-3 was used to def;~rmine maxi-
mum bondline temperature for various thicknesses of the Ma:::l.in SLA-S6l 
low density ablator. Properties of this ablative material were obtained from 
its principal developer, Dr. Eric Strauss, and are referenced in a letter 
of Ref. C-4. The heating environment used in the program was that of 
Fig. Col. Radiative heating rates, which were found to have an insignificant 
contribution, were not included. The backup structure was modeled with 
3 ill. of Micro-Quartz insulation. The total heat load was varied in the pro-
gram and maximum bondline temperatures determined for various thicknesses. 
Typical results are shown in Fig. C- 3 and C-4. From these figures, ablator 
thicknesses for the desired bondline temperature were read off. For a bond-
line temperature of 6000 F, a thickness versus heat load curve was obtained 
and is shown in Fig. CoS. This curve is subsequently used to obtain the 
thicknesses at various body points havlng different heat loads for the final 
ablator weight determination. 
C.4 DETERMINATION OF HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION AT 
VARIOUS BODY LOCATIONS 
The AMOaS and the ARMS consist of basically two geometrical shapes 
the fro. complexly curved nose cap nnd the rear ellipsoid part which can be 
approximated as a cylindrical section with an effective radius, R,. The 
two sections were first divided into nodes. The nose section had ring-like 
nodes with the central node at the stagnation point and the rear cylindrical 
position had nodes located at different angular location, 9 degrees, around 
the body (Fig. C-6) • 
For the rear cylindrical part, the heating rate with r" spect to the 
reference heating rate at the stagnation point on the vehicl •• nose (effective 
radius R = 18.4 ft for the AMOOS configuration and R = 11.4 for the AMRSl 
is determined as follows: 
C-4 
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Heflt Load on Ablator 
tQt.T = 9400 Btu/ftZ 
.8 .9 1.0 
Thickness (in.J 
1.1 l.Z 1.3 
Fig.C-3 - Maximum Bond Line Temperature vs SLA-561 Ab1ator Thickness 
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Heat Load, Btu/ft l 
Fig.C-S - Thickness VB Heat Load for Martin SLA-S61 Ab1ator for Maximum 
Bond Line Temperature of 600 0 F 
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x 
'Icy1, rad = I, e 
'isph , rad = I, stag x 
where e = the angular position of any local point measured away from the wind-
ward streamline. 
The heating rate ratio on the right-hand side of the last term of the equa-
tion is obtained from the swept infinite cylinder laminar heating distribution of 
Fig. C-7 (Ref. C-5) for the windward side of the vehicle at any desired angle of 
attack. For the lee-side, the peripheral laminar heat transfer distribution was 
deduced similarly from an experimental design curve shown in Fig. C -8 (Ref. C -6). 
The heat transfer distribution around the spherical nose section of the 
vehicle was determined from Fig. C -9 obtained from Ref. C -5. 
C.5 ANGLE OF ATTACK AND BONDLINE TEMPERATURE STUDIES 
These studies were performed with the AMOOS configuration given 
in Ref. c .. 6. The ablator used was the Langley low density ablator, with pro-
perties also given in Ref. C-7. The ablator thickness was computed for angles 
of attack of 15, 25 and 45 degrees. For each angle of attack, the ablator weight 
was computed for bondline temperatures of 200, 300 and 600oF. The results of 
the study are shown in Fig. C -10. As can be seen, the windward side TPS weight 
varies slowly with angle of attack, increasing with increasing angle of attack 
over the range. The lee-side TPS weight is not given but is a small fraction of 
the total TPS weight. The variations in this small fraction with angle of attack 
would be expected to be small From these studies it was concluded that the 
angle of attack could be chosen in the range of 25 to 45 degrees without a signi-
ficant effect on TPS weight. Hence the desired value of 35 degrees from tra-
jectory and guidance considerations was acceptable. 
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Fig. C-7 - Swept Infinite Cylinder Laminar Heating Distr,bution 
(Fig. 6-17 of Ref. C -5) 
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Fig. C-8 - Heating Rate Distribution Around Vehicle at 4fj deg Angle of Attack 
(From Ref. C-6) 
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NOTE: 
Tutal ablat()r Wei!lh! includes sealer and bonding agent 
weight (.153 Ibm/ft ) and 10"/0 allowed for close-outs 
around do~rs, hatches, etc. 
o ~_-------- TBond = 200 F 
~~_--------- TBond = 3000 F 
o 
__ ----... -- TBond = 600 F 
20 40 60 
Angle of Attack (deg) 
Fig. C-IO - Effect of Variation of Angle of Attack and Bond Line Temperature 
on Windward Side Ablator Weight on AMOOS 
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The effect of the bondline temperature on ablator weight is significant 
as can be seen in Fig. C-10. TPS weight decreases rapidly with increasing 
bondline temperature. Upon considerations of materials useable and the 
design conditions, the 6000 F, bondline temperature was chosen for structural 
design. 
A study was also performed to determine the ablator weight for various 
lengths of the AMOOS vehicle at the three different angles of attack and 600°F 
bondline temperature. ThiB is summarized in Table C-l. The weight summary 
for AMRS is shown in Table C-Z. 
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Table C-l 
AMOOS SLA-56l TPS WINDWARD SIDE WEIGHT SUMMARY 
(MAXIMUM BONDLINE TEMPERATURE OF 6000 F) 
Vehicle 
Length 
(ft) 
59.0 
34.0 
Angle 
of 
Attack 
(deg) 
45 
25 
15 
45 
25 
15 
45 
25 
15 
Surface 
Area 
(ft2) 
1337.0 
1337.0 
1337.0 
1040.8 
1040.8 
1040.8 
785.8 
785.8 
785.8 
:~~~e~t.* Ablator Ablator Wt. Wto/':* + 10 • 
(Ibm) (Ibm) (Ibm) 
205.2 837.8 921.6 
205.2 781.0 859.1 
205.2 749.0 823.1 
159.2 656.2 721.8 
159.2 614.6 676.0 
159.2 595.0 654.5 
120.2 499·8 549.8 
120.2 470.8 517.9 
120.2 463.0 509.3 
Total 
Ablator 
Wt. 
(Ibm) 
1127.0 
1064.0 
1029.0 
881.0 
835.0 
814.0 
670.0 
638.0 
630.0 
*Sealer plus bonding agent weight =0.153 Ibm/ft2 
** 100/. allowed for closeouts around doors, hatches, access areas, etc. 
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Angle 
of 
Attack 
(deg) 
45 
Z5 
15 
Table C-Z 
AMRS SLA-561 TPS WINDWARD SIDE WEIGHT SUMMARY 
(MAXIMUM BONDLINE TEMPERATURE OF 6000 F) 
Surface Sealer +* Ablator Ablat'o/:"t. 
Area Bond Wt. Wt. + 10. 
(ftZ) (Ibm) (Ibm) (Ibm) 
360.0 55.1 Z41.4 Z65.5 
360.0 55.1 ZZ6.5 Z49.Z 
360.0 55.1 Z1Z.9 Z34.Z 
Total 
Ablator Wt. 
(Ibm) 
3Z0.6 
304.3 
Z89.3 
* Sealer plus bonding agent weight = O. 153 lbm/fl-
** 10% allowed for closeouts around doors, hatches, access areas, etc. 
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Appendix D 
ATMOSPHERIC FLIGHT GUIDANCE 
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LIST OF VARIABLES 
system matrix 
aerodynamic reference area 
system matrix 
feedback gain vector 
aerodynamic drag coefficient 
aerodynamic lift coefficient 
component of C L along the Y R axis (Fig. D-2) 
aerodynamic drag in direction of V 
weighting matrix 
altitude 
apogee altitude 
atmospheric scale height 
nominal altitude 
gain matrix 
aerodynamic lift perpendicular to V 
vehicle mass 
weighting matrix 
weighting matrix 
radius from center of the earth to vehicle center 
of gravity 
nominal radius 
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time 
final time (atmospheric exit) 
initial time (atmospheric entry) 
control variable 
inertial velocity 
inertial velocity of the ai.r mass 
velocity relative to surrounding air maSB 
nominal velocity 
bank angle (see Fig.D-2) 
commanded bank angle 
nominal bank angle 
inertial flight path angle 
nominal flight path angle 
r-r 
nom 
v-V nom 
state vector 
'Y -'Y nom 
earth gravitational constant 
atmospheric density 
reference atmospheric density 
nominal density 
time constant 
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1. GUIDANCE METHOD I: OPTIMAL LINEAP. REGULATOR APPROACH 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The equations of motion for the atmospheric flight of an AMOOS or 
AMRS type vehicle are highly nonlinear and the "exact" optimal solution is 
not expected to be in a form Simple enough to be implemented in the onboard 
computer. The more promising approach is therefore to minimize the de-
viations from a nominal trajectory. An optimum guidance problem can then 
be formulated based on the perturbation equations and a quadratic perform-
ance functional which results in a linear fee'lback solutior,. 
1.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The objective of the atmospheric flight guidance was to achieve a 
certain apogee altitude after the pass through the atmosphere. Only the 
motion in the orbital plane affects that parameter significantly, The equa-
tions of motion were therefore represented in terms of inertial velocity, V, 
inertial flight path angle, 'Y, and radius, r, for the purpose of the guidance 
problem formulation. The equations of motion are derived as follows: 
where 
...... dV + ...... V de 
= !lllV dt u:LV dt 
!luv = unit vector in direction of V 
uiV = unit vector perpendicular to V 
D-l 
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• 
From the components in the direction of V results thl" equation for V. 
y, 
I::: Forces in direction of V = 
- D - ~ m sin'Y = mV 
r 
V = -!? - .J! sin'Y 
m rZ 
\ Earth Center 
x 
x-y Coordinates Represent 
an Inertial Frame 
Fig. D-l - Derivation of Equations of Motion 
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From the components perpendicuhr to y. results the equation for .y • 
L Forces pllrpendicular to V = 
From Fig.D-I 
L - -1- m cosy = mve 
r 
• 9=1Jl+.y 
. 
IJl = - V cosy r 
V 9 = Y - r cosy 
Substituting Eq. (D.7) into Eq. (D.4) and solving for.y yields 
_ 1 [l!. _ VZ] cosy 
V Z r 
r 
The equation for r is 
r = V siny 
(D.4) 
(D.5) 
(D.6) 
(D.7) 
(D.S) 
(D.9) 
Equations (D.3). (D.S) and (D.9) represent the equations of motion in the 
orbital plane. The aerodynamic forces Land D are here defined with 
respect to the inertial velocity. Since the inertial and relative velocity 
vectors are aimost parallel over the velocity range under consideration 
the aerodynamic lift and drag with respect to the relative velocity will be 
substituted for Land D, i.e., 
D - I Z (D.IO) 
- zP VR AR CD 
L -
I Z (D.ll) 
-
Zp VR AR CL cos~ 
V R ::::: V - VE (D. 1 Z) 
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The bank angle" i. defined in Fig.O-Z. 
CL 
z 
R 
CLY = C L cosI' 
r 
Y R Lies in the Vertical Plane 
Formed by the Radius Vector r 
and VR 
Fig.0-2 - Definition of Bank Angle, " 
Trajectory control is effecter. by rotating the vehicle around the vector 
V R (i.e., changing the bank angle). This changes the component of C L along 
the YR-axis. CLY' in Fig.O-Z. The control variable, U, was defined as the 
deviation of the commanded value of CLY from some nominal value. 
= C L (cos" - cosl' ) c 0 (D .13) 
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For the purpo'!le of deriving the guidance law it was assumed that the vehicle 
can be rotated instantaneously from the present bank angle ~ to the com-
manded angle ~c' thus 
~ = ~c . (D.14) 
However, the vehicle rotation was not ignored in the computer simulation 
01 the guidance scheme. There, the vehicle rotation was simulated as a 
minimum time maneuver with a constant angular acceleration of 1 deg/secZ• 
Substituting Eqs. (D.lO), (D.ll), (D.lZ), (D.l3) and (D.14) into (D.3) and 
(D.S) results in the final form for the equations of motion. 
. 1 Z ~ V = -lZiii P (V - VE) CD AR - Z sin,), r 
.y = Z!V p (V - V E)Z AR (CL cos~o + u] -(v:z -:]cos')' 
• 
r = V sin"y 
The linearization of the equations of motion sought is of the form 
~j . [A]~:} CBl " 
where 
av av 8V 
8V 8" 8r 
[A] = .£i .Qi .Qi and 8V 8')' 8r 
8i: 8i- 8i-
av 8')' ar 
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av 
au 
I}l] = ti. (D.20) au 
ai-
eu 
The partial derivatives are obtained from Eqs. (D. IS), (D.16) and (D.17) as 
follows. 
av 1io/ = - /J.2 cos,), 
r 
BV 1 2 Bp 2/J. . 8r = - 2m V R Co AR 8r + ~ Slll')' 
~ " ~V (VR -:~ jPAR ICL oo,~ 0 +uHv(z +: ]00" 
al-
siny av = 
Bi- V cos')' a:y = 
0-6 
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ai: ar = 0 
av au = 0 
a . 
ru= 
ai: 
au = 0 
!e. 8r = - -fo (based on exponential 
atmosphere) 
1.3 FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMUM GUIDANCE PROBLEM 
(D.Z9) 
(D.30) 
(D.31) 
(D.3Z) 
(D.33) 
The selected performance functional is quadratic in state and control. 
It is of the following form 
1 T 1 Jtf [ T Z 1 J = Z 6~ (t f) H o~(tf) +z o~ Q o~ +u R dt 
to 
(D.34) 
where 
H, Q <tnd R are weighting matrices. 
The differential equation constraint is given by Eq. (D. IS) as 
OX = A 6~ + Bu (D.35) 
D-7 
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The solution to this optimization problem is derived in numerous textbooks 
on optimal control tl1eory (see e.g., Ref. 0-1*, pp.209-212). 
The solution is 
(0.36) 
The matrix K is given by the Riccati differential equation 
• T -1 T 
K = - A K - KA - Q + KBR B K (0.37) 
The Riccati equation must therefore by integrated backwards in time. 
From examining the equations of motion it is evident that the altitude 
variation during the atmospheric flight (70 to 100 km) has an insignificant 
effect on the gravitational terms but has a. domiIl.ating effect on the atmos-
pheric density. The altitude error 
or = = h - h nom ii).38) 
was therefore related to the atmospheric density encountered which in turn 
was obtained from the vehicle acceleration. Solving the equation (valid for 
small flight path angles), 
(0.39) 
for p yields 
p = (0.40) 
*0-1. Kirk, Oonald E., Optimal Control Theory, Prentice Hall, Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J., 1970. 
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This density, p, can be converted to an equivalent altitude allSuming an 
exponential atmosphere. 
(0.41) 
The nOIninal altitude profile must then be computed by the same relationship 
from the nominal density 
(0.42) 
1.3.1 Selection of the Weighting Matrices for AMOOS Guidance 
The objective of the atmospheric flight guidance for the AMOOS vehicle 
is to achieve a specified apogee altitude (720 km) after the atmospheric pass. 
The apogee altitude is fully determined by V, oy and r at the time of exit 
from the atmosphere. The matrix H was chosen to minimize the effect of 
the final state 6!. (tfl (at atmospheric exit) on apogee altitude, h
a
. For small 
variations 6h can be related to the final state by 
a 6h = r aha 6V + aha 60y + aha or] (0.43) 
a [av aoy ar t = t
f 
The matrix H was then determined from 
which yields the elements h .. of H as follows: lJ 
ah )2 
h11 = ( a~ 
h22 = C:;)2 
h33 = (a::)2 
0-9 
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&h &h 
h lZ hZl 
a a 
= = &Va.y (D.4B) 
&h &h 
h 13 h31 
a a 
= = War (D.49) 
&h &h 
hZ3 h3Z 
a a 
= = By ar (D.50) 
The partial derivatives were computed for th~ final state V = 79BO m/sec, 
'Y = 1.75 deg a~d r = 6,498, 153 m. The numerical values are: 
&h km a 
BV = 3.32. 7 m sec 
Bh 
a 74.73 km/deg a:y = 
&h 
a 3.116 m/m ar = 
The weighting matrix Q accounts for the deviations from the nominal tra-
jectory during the atmospheric flight. These deviations are significant only 
if they result in an excessive increase in heating rate, heating load or dy-
namic pressure. The simulation results have shown that this is not the case. 
The matrix Q was therefore set equal to zero. 
The weighting function R(t) was selected based on the consideration 
that the control variable u should not exceed the maximum allowed value 
for the range of Ii;! associated with the particular guidance problem. 
Several functions, R(t) were investigated in order to reduce the peaking 
of the gains at perigee. The function selected is shown in Fig.D-3. 
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Fig. D-3 - Weighting Coefficient R vs Time 
Figure D-4 shows the feedba<;k gain vector C (see Eq. (D.36)) for the 
selected weighting matri<;es and for a nominal traje<;tory based on the follow-
ing vehicle and orbital parameters: 
Vehicle mass, m 
Drag coeffiGient, CD 
Lift coefficient, C L 
Aerodynami<; reference 
area, AR 
D-ll 
6804 kg 
Z.51ZfJ 
1.3457 
15.69 m Z 
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Bank angle, ~ 90 deg 
o 
Atmospheric model: ! 962 Standard Atmosphere 
Trajectory: Transfer ellipse from equatorial 
geosynchronous orbit with 70.579 km 
target perigee altitude and 21.4 deg 
inclination 
The time point t = 0 in Figs.D-3 and D-4 corresponds to the time when the 
nominal trajectory passes through 95.4 km altitude at atmospheric entry. 
1.3.2 Selection of the Weighting Matrices for AMRS Reentry Guidance 
The optimal linear regulator guidance approach is also applicable to 
the initial portion of a reentry trajectory like the direct reentry of an AMRS 
vehicle since a similar flight environment is encountered. However, during 
the later portion of the atmospheric flight when the vehicle environment be-
comes less severe other trajectory control methods become permissible 
(e.g., positive and negative angle of attack) which lead to alternate guidance 
methods. The present investigation covers therefore only the initial portion 
of the reentry trajectory. 
For reentry guidance the objective is to keep the vehicle close to the 
nominal trajectory. A choice of the weighting matrices which often turns 
out to be a reasonable one for this type of problems is 
H- I = maximum acceptable value of diag. o~(tf) oxT (tf ) (D.51) 
Q-l ~ (tf -to) x maximum acceptable value of diag. o~{t) oxT It) (D.52) 
R- I = min (trto) x maximum acceptable value of diag. u{t) uT It) (D.53) 
where 
m = number of control variables 
n = number of states 
D-l3 
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The guided flight lasted Z80 sec from atmospheric entry until the 
velocity had dropped to 4800 m/sec. The maltimum acceptable errors at 
the end of the guided flight were somewhat arbitrarily chosen as 
6V (tfl = 100 m/sec 
6'Y (tfl = 3 deg = 0.05Z rad 
/ih (tfl = Z km 
The matrix H becomes then 
[
10-4 
H = 0 
o 
The matrix Q at final time is 
o 
370 
o 
[
3.6 x 10-7 
= 0 
o 
o 
1.3 
o 0.': 10-,1 
The errors during the early portion of the atmospheric flight can be con-
siderably larger than the values toward the end of the flight. In order not 
to require an excessive amount of control during that portion of the flight 
Q (tol was chosen to be ~ero. The values between to and t f were obtained 
by linear interpolation between Q (tol and Q (tfl. 
The maximum value for u is based on the maximum deviation of ~ 
from its nominal value, ~ • 
o 
I ~ -~ol = 30 deg max 
From Eq. (D.l3l 
D-14 
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where 
C L = 1.35 
.. = 90 deg 
"'0 
This results in a value for R = 0.025. The actual value used was R = 0.01 
since this resulted in somewhat higher gains (and therefore lower errors) 
without exceeding the maximum allowable value of the control variable. 
The feedback gain vector f (see Eq. iD.36» for the selected weighting 
matrices is shown in Fig. D-5. The nominal trajectory is based on the follow-
ing vehicle and orbital parameters: 
Vehicle mass, = 
Drag coefficient, CD 
Lift coefficient, C L 
Aerodynamic reference area, AR 
Bank omgle, 15 
o 
3170 kg 
2.5125 
1.3457 
5.37 m 2 
(see Fig. D-6) 
Atmospheric model: 1962 Standard Atmosphere 
Trajectory: Transfer ellipse from equatorial 
geosynchronous orbit with 68.291 km 
target perigee altitude and 28.5 deg 
inclination 
The nominal bank angle time history shown in Fig. D-6 was selected 
to keep the dynamic pressure approximately constant and below 4800 N/m2 
during the early portion of the flight. 
The time point t = 0 in Figs.D-5 and D-6 corresponds to the time 
when the nominal trajectory passes through 92.4 km altitude at atmospheric 
entry. 
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1.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GUIDANCE SCHEME 
The guidance scheme was implemented in a three-degree-of-freedom 
trajectory simulation. The implementation consists of programming the 
following equations. 
flV = 
O'Y = 
lih = 
v-v 
nom 
'Y - 'Ynom 
h-h 
nom 
(0.54) 
(0.55) 
(0.56) • 
(0.57) 
The time histories for V , 'Y , h , C l , Cz and C 3 were stored in nom nom nom 
the computer program. V and 'Yare directly available from the sirr:ulation 
(or from the spacecraft navigation system). The altitude h was computed 
from Eqs. (0.40) and (0.41). Only spacecraft parameters and measurables 
(V and V R) enter those equations. 
A new value of the control variable, u was computed in periodic 
intervals (guidance cycle) of 5 to 10 sec. The commanded bank angle, ~c 
was computed from equation (0.13). 
~ = cos --1 [ u c CL 
(0.58) 
The vehicle rotation around the V R vector by the angle (~c -~) was simulated 
as a minimum time maneuver with a constant angular acceleration I~I = 
1 deg/secZ• 
0-18 
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Z. GUIDANCE METHOD 11: CLASSICAL LINEAR SYSTEMS APPROACH 
Z.l FORMULATION mt THE GUIDANCE LAW 
The objective of the attnospheric flight guidance is to achieve a speci-
fied apogee altitude after the pass through the atmosphere. The apogee 
altitude is fully determined by the velocity and the flight path angle at a 
given altitude (e.g., lZO km) after the exit from the attnosphere. However, 
the veloCity is the dominating parameter. The flight path angle is only 
slightly depelldent on the particular trajectory through the attnosphere. 
These considerations lead to the concept of guiding the vehicle along a 
nominal velocity prcfile. Trajectory control is effected by varying the 
bank angle'and the control variable is defined as in Eq. (D.13) . 
The guidance law is based on classical linear control theory and con-
sists of feeding back a linear cOtnbination of the variable to be controlled 
(V) and its derivatives. It is of the fortn 
The optitnlltn set of gain constants was detertnined by a systetnatic search 
over the space {K l' K Z' K3 f . 
Z.Z IMPLEMENTATION OF GUIDANCE SCHEME 
The guidance schetne was incorporat·~d in the three-degree-of-freedotn 
trajectory sitnulation. A block diagram is shown in Fig. D- 7. 
Nominal time histories for V and V were stored in the com-
nom nom . 
puter progratn. They were used to compute 6V and 6V. The variable 6V 
was obtained from a differentiating network with a high frequency roll-off 
as shown in Fig. D-7. 
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A new value of the control variable, u, was computed periodically 
with a guidance cycle time, Tc = 5 sec. 
The commanded bank angle is obtained from the control variable u 
(see Eq. D-13)) 
(D.60) 
The roll maneuver to rotate the vehicle to the commanded bank angle, ~c 
was simulated as a minimum time maneuver with an angular acceleration 
of I degj sec2 • 
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